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Introduction
On June 30, 2011, the small, private liberal arts college of Lambuth University (“Lambuth”)
filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy in an attempt to address their untenable financial position. 1
Lambuth's Board of Directors also took the painful step of suspending all academic operations at
the storied school. 2 On the same day, the Board of Directors accepted the tentative purchase of
the university by a local group of public and private entities 3 for approximately $7.9 million,
which amounted to approximately $2 million less than its total outstanding debts. 4 During its
bankruptcy proceedings, Lambuth University continued to operate as a debtor-in-possession
pursuant to sections 1107 and 1108 of the Bankruptcy Code. 5 The purchasing group’s plan was
to acquire Lambuth University in an agreement by which it would satisfy the school’s debts, and
the group would then transfer the campus to the state of Tennessee’s Board of Regents to
continue operating the university as a part of the University of Memphis. 6 To understand how
this came to be, the motivations of those involved, and the significance of this event to the

1

In re Lambuth University, case no. 11-11942, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Voluntary Petition, (Dkt. 1), p.1, (June 30,
2011) (hereinafter “Voluntary Petition”). The school’s financial troubles began more than a decade ago, but as
explained below, their financial difficulties began to accumulate at an accelerating rate in 2008.
2 In re Lambuth University, Case No. 11-11942 Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Emergency Motion for an Order Authorizing
Debtor to Enter into Lease of Premises to the State of Tennessee, Board of Regents, (Dkt. 87), p. 1, (July 29, 2011).
3 The local group (the “Jackson Group”) consisted, at various times, of the City of Jackson, Madison County
Commission, the Jackson Energy Authority, and West Tennessee Healthcare. Lambuth Votes to File Bankruptcy,
Sell Itself for $7.9M, KNOXVILLE NEWS-SENTINEL, July 1, 2011, http://www.knoxnews.com/news/2011/jul/01/
lambuth-votes-file-bankruptcy-sell-79m/ (hereinafter “Lambuth Votes”).
4 In re Lambuth University, case no. 11-11942, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Amended 20 Largest Unsecured Creditors,
Summary of Schedules, Schedule A, Schedule B, Schedule D, Schedule E, Schedule F, Schedule G, Schedule H,
Declaration Concerning Debtor's Schedules, Statement of Financial Affairs, Disclosure of Compensation of
Attorney for Debtor , Equity Security Holders, Verification of Creditor Matrix, Statement of Corporate Ownership,
(Dkt. 101), p. 3, (Aug. 3, 2011) (hereinafter “Schedules”). As of August 3, 2011, Lambuth University had
approximately $9.65 million in outstanding debt. Id.
5 In re Lambuth University, Case No. 11-11942 Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Emergency Motion for An Order Authorizing
Payment of Prepetition Compensation, Employee Reimbursements, Withholding Taxes, and Contributions, Costs,
and Expenses Incident to Certain Employee Benefit Plans, (Dkt. 11), at 1, (July 6, 2011).
6 Id.

1

people of Jackson and the state of Tennessee, the history of Lambuth and those involved in
Lambuth's Chapter 11 bankruptcy is explored below in some depth.
Background
a. Early History of Lambuth: 1843 through 1923
Before it bankruptcy, Lambuth University was a small liberal arts college located in
Jackson, Tennessee. A traditional seat of power in the Western Grand Division of Tennessee,
the city of Jackson has a unique role as one of the three sites of the Tennessee Supreme Court. 7
Originally named the Memphis Conference Female Institute (“MCFI”), Lambuth University was
chartered by the Memphis Annual Conference of the United Methodist Church on December 2,
1843. 8
Interestingly, the sectarian all-female school selected a former horse racing track frequented
by the seventh President of the United States, Andrew Jackson, as the site of its campus. 9 The
campus consisted of a single four-story brick building that housed 17 boarding rooms, the
president's office, parlors, kitchens, classrooms, and little else. 10 The structure had two wings,
and the west wing contained the music and art departments. 11 Although somewhat forwardlooking for the era, MCFI was, and remained, quite conservative and traditional by modern
standards. 12 As was often the case with many small institutions of higher learning of the period,
7

Due to its unique history and interstate rivalries amongst the Grand Divisions—East Tennessee, Middle Tennessee,
and West Tennessee—the state of Tennessee set up a system by which the state supreme court rotates between the
cities to prevent any regional bias. TENN. CONST. art. VI, § 2.
8 Robert M. Mathis, Lambuth University, THE TENNESSEE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF HISTORY AND CULTURE, (Feb. 21,
2011), http://tennesseeencyclopedia.net/entry.php?rec=760 (hereinafter “Mathis”).
9 Notably, Jackson, Tennessee was originally named Alexandria. Jackson, ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA, http://
www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/298758/Jackson. It was renamed in 1822 in honor of then-General Andrew
Jackson. Id.
10 PAM DENNIS AND SUSAN KUPISCH, LAMBUTH UNIVERSITY 10 (2004).
11 Id.
12 The school required the students to wear uniforms that changed color with the seasons. Id. at 11.

2

MCFI was owned and operated by a single family in its early days. 13 The school’s small fiveacre plot encouraged faculty to interact with the students and allowed the students to become
close to one another. 14 This family ownership and operation coupled with the school’s small size
created a family-like connection between the students and faculty that would continue
throughout the school's existence. 15 While typical enrollment and faculty size for the first fifty
years of MCFI’s existence are unavailable, by the beginning of the twentieth century total
enrollment and faculty combined was still under 100. 16
In the early years, MCFI expanded its services to include education of local children
including boys. 17 In 1893, MCFI changed its name to the Memphis Conference Female Institute
and Conservatory of Music and Arts for Girls and Young Ladies. 18 The name change
represented the school’s focus on musical and artistic education at the school. 19 Also towards
that end, the school employed Professor Erwin Schneider and a series of other German
professors to head its music department.20

13

Id. at 7. The families that owned such institutions generally served in both administrative and faculty capacities.
Id.
14 Lambuth College – Lantern Yearbook Class of 1969, E-YEARBOOK, at 220 (Feb. 21, 2012), available with paid
subscription at http://www.e-yearbook.com/yearbooks/Lambuth_College_Lantern_Yearbook/1969/Page_220.html
(hereinafter “Yearbook 1969”).
15 See Lambuth University, “Lambuth University to Cease Operations Effective June 30, 2011,” FACEBOOK, http://
www.facebook.com/note.php?note_id=10150151855820738 ( hereinafter the “Facebook Announcement”). Students
and alumni expressed their sorrow and heartbreak on social media websites such as Facebook after Lambuth
announced it was to cease operations on June 30, 2011. Id. One person went as far as to describe the shutdown of
Lambuth as a “death in the family.” Id.; see also Kathy L. Gilbert, Lambuth Students ‘torn apart’ by school closing,
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH, (Apr. 20, 2011, 6:00 PM), http://www.umc.org/site/apps/nlnet/content3.aspx?
c=lwL4KnN1LtH&b=5843827&ct=9358441&notoc=1.
16 Dennis, supra note 10, at 12.
17 Id.
18 Id. at 13.
19 Id. at 12.
20 Id.

3

By the turn of the nineteenth century, the school had expanded beyond its curriculum of
classical education and music to include an industrial department and a “Department of
Elocution and Physical Culture.” 21 The industrial department taught much needed career skills
to women wishing to enter the Jackson workforce during World War I. 22
The goal of the early 1900s was to create a “Grade A” women's college. The Dean's during
that time—Amos Blanche Jones, 23 Rev. Dr. S.A. Steele, Rev. H.G. Hawkins, and Rev. R.E.
Naylor—expanded the school's course offerings; however, by 1919 it was determined that the
school could not support further expansion and that an overhaul of the campus was necessary. 24
However, MCFI soon encountered financial difficulties that put the overhaul on hold. 25 To
improve its financial stability, the decision was made to make the school coeducational, and on
January 3, 1923 the MCFI charter was amended to reflect the change and to rename the school. 26
The school also moved to its present location on Lambuth Boulevard in Jackson, Tennessee.
The new campus was located on a 22-acre plot. 27

b. The Lambuth College Years, Expansion and Change: 1924 through 1991
The school was renamed in honor of Walter Russell Lambuth and was officially reopened as
Lambuth College on September 10, 1924.28 This was a time of many firsts and changes at the
21

Id. at 14. The Department of Elocution and Physical Culture taught public speaking skills to the women. Id.
Id. The industrial education curriculum included courses in “typewriting, bookkeeping, and stenography.” Id.
23 Id. at 7. Amos B. Jones also served as president of MCFI from 1878 to 1880.
24 Id.
25 Mathis, supra note 8.
26 Id.
27 See Yearbook 1969, supra note 14 at 220.
28 Dennis, supra note 10 at 18-19. Walter R. Lambuth was born to missionary parents in Shanghai, China in 1854.
Id. at 18. He graduated from Emory and Henry College and Vanderbilt University and was later ordained by the
Tennessee Conference of the Methodist Church. Id. In 1910, he was elected a bishop of the Methodist Episcopal
Church, South. Id. As bishop, he traveled the globe proselytizing and established Southern Methodism in the
Belgian Congo, Belgium, Czechoslovia, and other places. Id.
22

4

school. The new Administration Building was built at this time at a cost of $130,000. 29 The
building had three floors that contained classrooms, science labs, a kitchen, a dining room, a
library, a chapel, dormitories, and more. 30 The college began offering courses in history,
English, physical education, mathematics, foreign languages, and religion. 31 The school also
became involved in baseball, football, and other intercollegiate sports for the first time. 32
As student enrollment expanded, the students’ extracurricular opportunities multiplied.
Student clubs and organizations appeared for the first time and became very popular. 33 Soon it
was clear that another addition to the campus was needed to house students. In 1929, a new
dormitory—Epworth Hall—was completed to house the increasing number of male students at
Lambuth College. 34 Epworth Hall would be renovated in 1953 and again in 1960, and it would
be used by the school until 2001. 35
In 1948, construction on the new Lambuth College of Physical Education Building was
completed. 36 It was located behind Epworth Hall and housed a gymnasium, administrative

29

Id. at 19.
Id.
31 Id.
32 Id. The school’s football team was a member of the Mississippi Valley Conference in 1927 and ended the season
with a winning record of 5-2. Id. at 26.
33 Id. at 24. Groups such as the Young Men’s Christian Association (YMCA), the Young Women’s Christian
Association (YWCA), the fine arts club, glee club, and various fraternities and sororities added many students to
their ranks. Id. at 24, 26-27.
34 Id. at 28.
35 Id.
36 Id. at 52.
30

5

offices, locker rooms, a game room, and a kitchen. 37 The Lambuth Physical Education Building
would be renovated and dedicated in 2000. 38
The year 1952 marked the beginning of a time of great expansion and growth for Lambuth.
Dr. Luther L. Gobbel—a man described as one who did not “live[] in an ivory tower” 39—was
elected President of Lambuth College and assumed his duties October 13, 1952. 40 Dr. Gobbel
oversaw growth in student enrollment and campus size that was unsuccessfully imitated in the
years leading up to filing for Chapter 11 bankruptcy. 41
During Gobbel’s presidency student enrollment nearly doubled in size, the number of
buildings on campus more than doubled, the campus doubled in acreage, staff increased by onethird, and the school gained accreditation from both the Southern Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools and the University Senate of the Methodist Church. 42 Additional buildings
included two new dormitories—Sprague Hall in 1953 and Spangler Hall in 1959. 43 The dorms
were necessary to house a ballooning student population.

37

Id.
Id. The renovation and dedication of the building was part of university president W. Ellis Arnold III’s
extensive overhaul of the Lambuth University campus and educational program. Id. at 8. Arnold’s aggressive
expansion, along with the general economic downturn beginning in 2008, contributed to the later financial
difficulties that led to Lambuth filing for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection. See Scott Jaschik, End of the Road for
Lambuth U., INSIDE HIGHER ED. (Apr. 15, 2011, 3:00 AM) http://www.insidehighered.com/news/2011/04/15/
lambuth_university_to_end_operations (hereinafter “End of the Road”).
38

39

Lambuth College – Lantern Yearbook Class of 1980, at 16 (1980) available at http://www.eyearbook.com/sp/eybb?school=972&year=1980 with paid subscription (hereinafter “Yearbook 1980”).
40

Lambuth University, EASTCHANCE, (2011), http://www.eastchance.com/uni.asp?id=2477.
In the late 1990s and early 2000s, the “Lambuth 2000” plan was adopted. Dennis, supra note 10, at 8. The goal
of the plan was to renovate the Lambuth campus, increase faculty size, and expand course offerings to transform
Lambuth into a modern educational institution. Id. at 114.

41

42
43

Id. at 54.
Id. at 56.
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In 1959, the entering class would reach its highest level in the history of Lambuth. 44 To
accommodate a freshman class of over 600 students, Lambuth built a new dormitory and
cafeteria, added parking lots for student vehicles, and hired additional faculty. 45 To be clear, Dr.
Gobbel presided over a time of impressive and rapid growth that some at Lambuth termed
“miraculous.” 46
To accomplish this “miraculous” growth, Dr. Gobbel relied on a combination of “hard
work and team work,” which included adept organizational and planning skills on the part of Dr.
Gobbel. 47 Dr. Gobbel expanded a fundraising program that was started just prior to his arrival in
1952. Between 1952 and 1953, the fundraising program was able to raise approximately
$300,000 and, as previously mentioned, that money was used to expand faculty and help
construct Sprague Hall. 48
Moving into the 1960s, Lambuth was experiencing “extraordinary academic and fiscal
growth,” and the Lambuth Board of Directors hired Dr. James S. Wilder to succeed Dr. Gobbel
as president in July of 1962. 49 The Board hoped that Dr. Wilder would continue the recent
growth. Wilder would preside over Lambuth until May of 1980. 50
Wilder instituted a program he called “The Great Challenge” in 1965. 51 The program
emphasized a commitment to academic growth and improvement of campus facilities. 52 The
goal of the program was to perpetuate the growth achieved under Dr. Gobbel’s presidency.
44

Id. at 66.
Id.
46 See Yearbook 1980, supra note 39 at 12.
47 Id. at 13.
48 Id.
49 Mathis, supra note 8.
50 Id.
51 Yearbook 1969, supra note 14 at 220.
45

7

By 1969, the Great Challenge was in full swing and Lambuth was growing at a healthy
rate. The campus plot increased to 50 acres. 53 Lambuth expanded course offerings and
employed 54 full-time educators at a ratio of one educator for every fifteen students. 54 The
campus also boasted 12 “modern, well-equipped buildings of Georgian Colonial architecture,”
including a library named for Dr. Gobbel. 55 In sum, the assets held by the school were valued at
over $10,500,000, the annual operating budget had expanded to approximately $2,000,000, and a
total of 863 students were enrolled at Lambuth. 56
Along with expanded course offerings and a larger campus, Lambuth students
encountered a variety of new services, amenities, and activities. In the fall of 1966, the new
Student Union Building was completed. The Student Union Building included a new bookstore,
student lounge, ballroom, and recreational room. 57 Activities included spring and winter
formals, 58 school-wide picnics, 59 and an expanded repertoire of sports including cross country
and baseball. 60
The late 1960s and 1970s brought increasing social change in addition to the expansion
of facilities and course offerings. Increasing numbers of minority students began entering the
52

Dennis, supra note 10 at 67; See also Yearbook 1969, supra note 14 at 220.
Yearbook 1969, supra note 14 at 220.
54 Id.
55 Id. The Luther L. Gobbel Library contained over 55,000 volumes of text at the end of the 1968-1969 academic
year. Id. Construction of the Luther L. Gobbel Library completed in 1961 and was first used in the fall semester
of that year. Dennis, supra note 10 at 75. It had four floors and housed books, periodicals, and reference collections
with a capacity of 100,000 volumes. Id. The library also included audiovisual equipment, offices, and a variety of
rooms accessible to students. Id. In 1968, the library was named an official depository of federal government
documents. Id.
53

56

Yearbook 1969, supra note 14 at 220.
Dennis, supra note 10 at 76.
58 Id. at 72. One such formal was the annual “Old South Ball” for which the students would dress in traditional
antebellum southern attire. Id.
57

59
60

Id. at 69.
Id. at 74.

8

school. To illustrate, by 1972 the Black Student Union had become one of the largest student
organizations 61 and several African Americans were named to the school’s “Who’s Who” list (a
type of honor roll) in 1975 62—just ten years prior there was not a single African American
student named to the list. 63 Such organizations sponsored social events, talent shows, and
sociopolitical events. 64
All of these things contributed to an inviting and lively atmosphere at Lambuth during the
1960s and 1970s. This atmosphere helped Lambuth to continue to attract students. Under the
guidance of Dr. Harry Gilmer, 65 the school increased recruitment of international and nontraditional students 66 and brought back the football program—which had been on a nearly 40year hiatus. 67 However, Lambuth’s growth slowed in the 1980s, and this lull in growth would
precede one of the most significant periods of change in what was at the time Lambuth’s over
140-year history.

61

Id. at 85.

62

Id. at 73.

63

Id. at 88.
Id. at 85. Events included the entertainment events such as “Ebony Ball” and “Black Band Day” as well as
political events centered around Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Id. Students from all backgrounds also joined
together in strikes during the 1972 school year to protest what they considered to be unfair policies. Yearbook 1980,
supra note 39 at 16. Such policies included the continued use of “dorm mothers” (women who served as surrogate
parents or authority figures to students living in Lambuth dorms). See Id. at 26.
65 Gilmer would serve as president from 1980 until 1986. Dennis, supra note 10, at 90.
66 Non-traditional students, in this context, includes students who have full-time jobs and attend school or have had a
previous career and have returned to school. In the context of Lambuth, a very close-knit college community,
commuters would also be included as “non-traditional” in 1980. The sudden rush of commuter students was such a
new occurrence that in 1980, the yearbook included an article on the trials and tribulations of being a commuter
student (some 300 students were commuters by that time). Yearbook 1980, supra note 39 at 26.
67 Dennis, supra note 10, at 90, 95.
64

9

On June 2, 1987, Dr. Thomas F. Boyd was appointed president of Lambuth. 68 The new
president helped Lambuth transition into a university, 69 modestly increased student enrollment,
added new sports to the athletic program, and oversaw the building of a modern computer lab. 70
The familial atmosphere of the campus continued despite the growth of the school under his
watch. 71

c. Lambuth University Emerges, Declines: 1991 through 2008
As Lambuth College transitioned to Lambuth University in 1991, the school seemed to be
thriving. The school was expanding both fiscally and educationally—a fact Lambuth hoped to
emphasize and capitalize on by renaming itself “Lambuth University” in 1991. However, the
growth Lambuth experienced from the 1950s to the 1970s had tapered off significantly.
Although the school reached its highest ever enrollment level in 1995—1,227 students 72— its
enrollment would only decline, sharply, from there. The “university” designation the school had
thrust upon itself belied its true condition. The school never expanded beyond granting
bachelor’s degrees at any point following the name change.
It appears that Lambuth was attempting to grow into a true university in 1995. That year,
the school entered into a loan agreement with the Health, Educational and Housing Facility
68

Id. at 102. Dr. Boyd was a local boy who had received his bachelor’s degree from Union University (a small,
Evangelical Christian, liberal arts school also located in Jackson, TN) and his Ph.D. from the University of
Tennessee. Id.
69

Lambuth was renamed “university,” but it did not take on the traditional characteristics of a true university, that
is, granting post-baccalaureate degrees—especially doctoral degrees. “University,” MERRIAM-WEBSTER,
(2012), http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/university.
70

Id.
By the late 1980s and early 1990s, attending Lambuth had become a family affair for some students. Dennis,
supra note 10 at 105. Some students had parents, grandparents, and even great-grandparents that attended
Lambuth. Id.
71

72

See In re Lambuth University, case no. 11-11942, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Lambuth Campus Feasibility Study Part I.
(Dkt. 100-1), p. 8, (August 3, 2011) (hereinafter “Feasibility Study Part I”).
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Board of the City of Jackson whereby the Health, Educational and Housing Facility Board
would loan Lambuth the proceeds of bonds issued by it pursuant to an indenture of trust executed
in favor of the Bank of New York Mellon Trust Company, N.A. (“BNY Mellon”). 73 Under the
terms of the loan agreement, Lambuth would receive the proceeds of $6,780,000 in “Series A”
bonds and $1,700,000 in taxable “Series B” bonds (collectively, the “Bonds”). 74 The Health,
Educational, and Housing Facility Board then assigned its right to payment under the loan
agreement to BNY Mellon as security for the repayment of the bonds, 75 the bondholders were
given a security interest in Lambuth University’s personal property and a first priority deed of
trust interest in several buildings on campus, 76 and Radian Asset Assurance, Inc., was retained to
insure the university’s payment of the bonds. 77 The proceeds of these Bonds were to be used to
fund the continued growth of Lambuth, but as time went on, Lambuth’s obligations on these
Bonds became instrumental in causing Lambuth’s financial downward spiral and eventual
Chapter 11 petition. 78
73

In re Lambuth University, case no. 11-11942, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Joinder of the Trustee to Radian Asset
Assurance Inc.'s Objection to Debtor's Emergency Motion For An Order Authorizing Debtor To Enter Into Lease
Of Premises To The State, Board of Regents, (Dkt. 102) (Aug. 3, 2011) (hereinafter “Joinder of the Trustee to
Radian’s Objection to Motion to Lease”).
74 The Bonds issued were officially called the $6,780,000 The Health, Educational and Housing Facility Board of
the City of Jackson (Tennessee) Higher Education Facility Revenue Bonds, Series 1995 A (Lambuth University
Project) and the $1,700,000 The Health, Educational and Housing Facility Board of the City of Jackson
(Tennessee) Higher Education Facility Taxable Revenue Bonds, Series 1995 B (Lambuth University Project). In re
Lambuth University, case no. 11-11942, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Joinder of the Trustee to Radian Asset Assurance
Inc.’s Response to Debtor’s Expedited Motion For Order (A) Authorizing Sale Of Substantially All Estate Assets
Free And Clear Of Liens, Claims, Rights, Encumbrances and Interests; (B) Authorizing Assumption And
Assignment Of Executory Contracts; (C) Approval of Compromise and Settlement; and (D) Other Related Relief,
(Dkt. 223), p.1-2, ¶1, (Oct. 11, 2011) (hereinafter “Joinder of Trustee to Radian’s Response to Motion to Sell”).
75 In re Lambuth University, case no. 11-11942, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Radian Asset Assurance Inc.’s Objection to
Debtor’s Emergency Motion for an Order Authorizing Debtor to Enter into Lease of Premises to the State, Board
of Regents, (Dkt. 100) (Aug. 3, 2011). (hereinafter “Radian’s Objection to Motion to Lease”).
76 In re Lambuth University, Case No. 11-11942, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Disclosure Statement and Summary of Plan,
(Dkt. 484), p. 4, (Mar. 28, 2012) (hereinafter “Disclosure Statement and Summary of Plan”).
77 Radian’s Objection to Motion to Lease, at 1.
78 See Radian’s Objection to Motion to Lease, at 2. As of the Chapter 11 petition filing date, June 30, 2011,
Lambuth still owed $4,960,000 on the principal of the outstanding debt and another $523,120 in associated fees.
11
Id.

In 1996, the Lambuth Board of Directors elected W. Ellis Arnold III president of the
university. 79 Arnold would attempt to correct the downward trajectory that began following the
1995 school year while also working towards the goal of growing the school into a true
university. To achieve these goals, he instituted his “Lambuth Vision 2010” plan to encourage
student enrollment by renovating existing structures on campus, increasing full-time faculty by
10%, increasing student service opportunities and extracurricular choices, and updating the
school’s educational technology—all of which cost money provided by the 1995 bond debt. 80
However, his plan was missing several important components. First, the plan did not call for
increasing undergraduate courses, and second, the plan did not address graduate or professional
degree programs.
Despite his plan’s shortcomings, Arnold was effective at renaming and dedicating various
structures. Building dedications were part of his long-term “Lambuth Vision 2010” plan. 81
Arnold dedicated Lambuth’s “landmark building,” the Administration Building, as “JonesVarnell Hall” in December of 1998. 82 In 1999 he dedicated Oxley Square, a structure which
contained four different buildings. 83
While all of the goals of the “Lambuth Vision 2010” plan are not clear, the
aforementioned moves appear to have been aimed towards correcting the stagnation-turnedrecession in student enrollment and growing the school into a proper university. Lambuth faced
79

Dennis, supra note 10, at 114. Arnold came from Hendrix College—a small liberal arts college in Conway,
Arkansas—where he was “vice president for Development and College Relations and General Counsel.” Dennis,
supra note 10, at 114; see also HENDRIX COLLEGE, at http://www.hendrix.edu/.
80

See Dennis, supra note 10, at 114; Radian’s Objection to Motion to Lease, at 2.
See Dennis, supra note 10, at 8.
82 Id.
83 Id. The four buildings were named Whetson House, Henley House, Dawson House, and Loeb House in honor of
various donors and significant faculty. Id. at 122. The four buildings together, Oxley Square, were named after Dr.
Arthur Daniel Oxley. Id. Upperclassmen were selected on the basis of scholarship and leadership to live in these
apartment-style living quarters. Id.
81
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increasing pressure due to competition from other educational institutions including Union
University, Jackson State Community College, Lane College, and Bethel University. 84
Union University and Jackson State Community College were Lambuth’s largest
competition. 85 Like Lambuth, Union University focused primarily on undergraduate degrees.
However, unlike Lambuth, Union University was a true university. A university is traditionally
defined as an educational institution having two divisions—an undergraduate division awarding
bachelor’s degrees and a postgraduate division which may confer master’s degrees and
doctorates. 86 Also like Lambuth, Union University experienced tremendous growth during the
1960s; however, this growth did not begin to wane in the 1980s nor did it reverse course in the
1990s. 87 In fact, as Lambuth began to falter, Union hit its stride. While 1996 marked the zenith
of enrollment for Lambuth, Union continued to grow and attract students who could have been
Lambuth enrollees. 88
Similarly, Jackson State Community College has continued to thrive while Lambuth has
declined. Unlike Union and Lambuth, Jackson State is a traditional community college that
focuses on two-year degrees and preparing students for four-year institutions. 89 Thus, while
Union University specializes in undergraduate degrees and has some graduate degree programs,
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Jackson State specializes in technical two-year degrees. In effect, Lambuth was squeezed out by
the two schools—Union provided those students who wished to get 4-year and post-graduate
degrees with a more desirable option than Lambuth, and Jackson State attracted those students
looking for inexpensive two-year degrees programs geared towards providing practical career
skills.90
The combination of strong competition, declining enrollment, and mounting debt were
moving Lambuth towards an increasingly untenable financial situation. The debt with which
Lambuth saddled itself was manageable only if the school continued to grow, or, at the very
least, maintained its enrollment levels. Neither of these events happened. Rather, the school
entered a downward spiral that would be accelerated by the general global economic downturn
that began in 2008. 91

d. Lambuth University in Free Fall, enters Chapter 11 Bankruptcy: 2008 to June 30, 2011
By the start of the 2008-2009 academic year, Lambuth’s enrollment had dropped to just over
650 students. 92 It became clear to the Lambuth Board of Directors that Arnold’s leadership left
much to be desired, and the school went through a series of temporary presidents. In late 2008
the executive Board of Directors voted to recommend naming Dr. Jerry Israel interim
president. 93 They hoped he would be able to guide the once highly-respected private university
away from the approaching financial ruination while the school searched to fill the position long90

In 2011, in-state tuition at Lambuth was $19,500 per year. Lambuth University, COLLEGEVIEW, http://
www.collegeview.com/schools/lambuth-university/tuition (last visited Mar. 3, 2012). The in-state tuition for
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COMMUNITY COLLEGE, http://www.jscc.edu/fees-and-tuition/ (last visited March 14, 2012).
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term.94 Israel was a senior consulting analyst for a “Work Out [sic] Presidents group” with a
“proven track record in overcoming [financial] challenges.”95 Along with hiring Dr. Israel, the
Lambuth University Board of Directors also instituted a plan of action to address the institution’s
perilous financial position. The first step in the plan was to raise additional funds from alumni
and other supporters.96 Despite these changes, the Lambuth administration maintained that there
was no possibility that the school would close nor was there any threat to its operation as usual.97
This was not entirely true.
In the summer of 2008, prior to hiring Dr. Israel, the school had cancelled scheduled raises
for faculty, and three vice presidents suddenly resigned. 98 These events trumpeted the extent of
the institution’s financial difficulties to the public for the first time. The cancelled raises
signaled that, at the very least, there was some threat to the schools’ operation as usual. The
media reported on the drastic steps Lambuth began taking to address its situation: the
administration announced at a faculty meeting that scheduled raises due at the end of the 20072008 academic year were cancelled, Lambuth contributions to employee retirement funds were
cut in half, and a program aimed at boosting senior faculty pay was put on hold.99
Administrative officials attempted to soften the blow of this news by characterizing the move as
a “typical” move that must be made in a “tight economy.”100 However, coinciding with this
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move was the departure of three vice presidents and Lambuth’s chief financial officer 101—
seemingly atypical moves that indicated the true state of Lambuth. The school’s acting president
at the time, R. Fred Zuker, stated that the moves were “prudent” and that there was nothing to be
worried about because the school expected to enroll 750 students in the 2008-2009 year. 102 The
school would enroll about 100 students, or 15%, less than that projection. 103 Zuker also opined
on the long-term prospects of Lambuth and stated that enrollment would need to grow to “around
1,000” over the next four years. 104
At that time Lambuth was operating with an annual budget of around $16 million, but
according to media reports, the university was running seven-digit deficits. 105 Donors were
helping to fill at least part of the budget shortfall, 106 but the mounting operating expenses and
growing bond debt would begin to catch up with Lambuth. One professor told the educational
news website Inside Higher Ed that he believed the problem was attracting students to the liberal
arts program; students were more interested in programs that taught them “how to make money”
instead of “learn[ing] how to think.” 107 However, other private liberal arts colleges, such as
Union University, did not experience the same degree of troubles as Lambuth.
In the months following the announced cuts, things did not improve. In fact, things began to
go from bad to worse at an ever-accelerating rate. New rumors began to surface that the school
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was now considering closing itself down completely. 108 Lambuth officials attempted to assuage
fears that the school would close. One senior information officer stated that Lambuth was “still
in the business of educating students, and . . . proceed[ing] with the spring term as usual” while
interim president Dr. Israel stated that the school was attempting to raise an additional $800,000
to cover budget shortfalls in the 2008-2009 year. 109 Israel stated that the school was “focused on
budget, personnel, recruitment and retention” as well as considering recommendations from the
school’s accreditor—the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools. 110 The chairwoman of
the Board of Directors, Mary Cay Koen, stated that the school did not suffer from excessive
spending and that, instead, a “historic revenue issue” that was to blame. 111 However, Koen
seems to have overlooked that the crisis, while certainly exacerbated by the declining revenue,
was created, in large part, by the debt-fueled plan of expansion that began in 1995 with the
issuance of bonds. 112 Dr. Israel and Lambuth were able to right the ship enough to finish out the
2008-2009 academic year; however, word again began to spread that Lambuth was in financial
danger.
On June 10, 2009, Dr. Israel once again reiterated that the school was on track to turn
itself around. He stated that students were not “abandoning” the school and that “things are
holding together about as well as we can possibly expect.”113 However, he also announced yet
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another new round of fundraising 114—a move that hinted at the school’s desperate need for more
funds. The direness of the situation would become apparent to students, faculty, and outsiders
alike the following day.
On June 11, 2009, it became known that the state of Tennessee (the “State”) was looking
into the possibility of acquiring the ailing Lambuth. 115 This news was surprising to students and
administration alike. 116 Then-Governor Phil Bredesen amended his 2010 budget to include
funds to determine the feasibility of acquiring Lambuth. 117 Governor Bredesen and the State
likely saw the writing on the wall when it began looking at purchasing Lambuth; around that
time, it was reported that Lambuth was facing a more than $7 million budget deficit for the 20092010 school 118 year, and Lambuth was among 100 colleges and universities that failed the U.S.
Department of Education’s test of financial responsibility. 119 At the meeting where Gov.
Bredesen launched Tennessee’s quest to turn the once-vibrant liberal arts college into a public
university, the president of the University of Memphis, Shirley Raines, and other University of
Memphis representatives were in attendance. 120 The presence of University of Memphis
representatives at this meeting foreshadowed Lambuth’s eventual role within Tennessee’s
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educational network. 121 However, for the time being, Raines would play her hand close to her
chest, and she refused to comment on whether the University of Memphis would pursue opening
a branch at Lambuth’s Jackson, Tennessee location. 122 State officials also attempted to temper
expectations regarding whether the State would add Lambuth to its stable of college
campuses. 123
In the months following the revelation that the State was looking into acquiring Lambuth,
students and faculty were waiting for the other shoe to drop. In the meantime, Lambuth
continued on with business as usual as best it could. In October of 2009, Lambuth found a fulltime president in former Vice President of Maryville College, Dr. Bill Seymour. 124 The school
hoped Dr. Seymour would provide stability during their time of troubles and guide Lambuth
back towards financial solvency. Michael E. Keeney, the new chairman of the Board of
Directors proclaimed that “[the board] believe[s] he is committed to the small-college, liberal
arts education and possesses the leadership qualities that will enable him to provide stability to
Lambuth for years to come.” 125 Unfortunately, stability would remain elusive for Lambuth over
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the next three years. Lambuth was placed on probation by its accreditor in 2009 and it continued
its march towards ever-increasing volatility. 126
In May of 2010, the other shoe seemed to drop when Lambuth announced that a shadowy
group of investors had all but purchased the ailing university. 127 On May 23rd, Lambuth issued a
statement saying as much, but Lambuth said that it would hold back the details from the public
until all the terms of the agreement were settled. 128 President Seymour stated that they hoped to
have everything ready by May 28, 2010 so that the school could deliver the terms and
information about the purchasers to their accreditor, the Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools' Commission on Colleges, for approval. 129 At the time of this purchase, projected
enrollment for the 2010-2011 academic year was just 550—a 200-student decrease from the
projection two years prior. 130 Actual enrollment, much like the enrollment two years prior, was
substantially less than the poor projected enrollment: in the fall of 2010, just 456 students would
enroll at Lambuth University. 131 The undisclosed purchaser was facing a difficult situation, but
Lambuth’s accreditation was one of the features making it somewhat attractive.
May 28th came and went and no deal was struck. On May 29th, it was announced that no
sale would occur and that Lambuth University’s future was once again in flux.132 President
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Seymour stated that it had decided not to go through with the sale because there were
“advantages” to remaining in its non-profit form rather than selling to investors and turning forprofit. 133 Seymour also felt that Lambuth could accomplish its educational goals without selling
completely to the investors. Instead, he floated the idea of a potential joint venture with the
investors; however, it is unclear how such a joint venture would work in light of Lambuth’s nonprofit status. 134 Given the school’s tenuous financial situation, there may be other explanations
for the failure of the deal. For example, the investors may have gotten cold feet after looking at
the school’s finances, or the investors may have received word that the school was in danger of
losing its accreditation after its probationary period. 135 No matter the reason, the failure of this
sale marked the beginning of the end of privately-owned Lambuth University and the creation of
what the University of Memphis and the State would come to see as a significant opportunity.
In December of 2010, Lambuth’s probationary period came to an end, and the Southern
Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges revoked Lambuth’s
accreditation. 136 This is a substantial blow for any college, and, as would soon become apparent,
a veritable deathblow to an independent Lambuth University. Lambuth appealed this decision,
and it continued to hold accreditation while the appeal was under review. 137 However, without a
guarantee that accreditation would be restored on a long-term basis, both students and potential
buyers would be unlikely to consider Lambuth University a viable educational institution
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because students would be unable to secure federal loans, 138 which would lead to decreased
enrollment and strain the institution’s already frail finances. The lack of accreditation probably
limited Lambuth’s likely suitors to institutions that already held accreditation or those who
believed, rightly or wrongly, that there was a substantial likelihood of quickly obtaining
accreditation.
In April of 2011, in light of the likely failure of its appeal, Lambuth University announced
that it would be shutting its doors at the end of the Spring 2011 semester. 139 Students, alumni,
faculty, and administrative officials all expressed great sadness upon hearing the news. For
example, when Lambuth University posted its decision to its Facebook page, a plethora of
students and alumni expressed their disappointment and sorrow. 140 Many students and alumni
described the closing as “heartbreaking” and “sad,” and one even described it as being akin to a
“death in the family.” 141 Others worried what would become of their college records. 142
This bleak news was soon brightened by the news that Lambuth University could yet
survive. President Seymour announced that Lambuth University might continue operating as
part of another university and that three potential suitors, including the University of Memphis,
were already speaking with Lambuth. 143 The Feasibility Study commissioned by then-Governor
Bredesen was continued under Governor Haslam. This Feasibility Study would be instrumental
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in the State’s decision to fund the transformation of Lambuth University to a campus of the
University of Memphis. 144
In conjunction with the feasibility study, the University of Memphis performed an economic
impact study to convince the state and the local authorities of Jackson that making the Lambuth
campus part of the University of Memphis would allow the historic Jackson school to continue to
exist and bring more money, jobs, and education to the area. 145 The economic impact study
projected that if the Lambuth campus were to grow to 1,000 students, the Jackson area would see
a $28 million impact from student spending alone. 146 Apparently, this study and the preliminary
reports regarding the feasibility study were enough for Governor Haslam to commit significant
effort and funds to the task of acquiring the Lambuth campus and making it part of the
University of Memphis. 147
Haslam described the potential acquisition of Lambuth as part of the University of Memphis
as an “inexpensive way for the state to get a four-year campus” in Jackson. 148 Faced with
criticism regarding the expenditure during a time of decreasing taxpayer revenue and decreasing
support for the current state colleges and universities, Haslam said that this acquisition would
cost the state $11 million over four years but that the acquisition would provide economic and
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educational benefits to both the state and Jackson that would outweigh the initial costs. 149 Under
the plan, Tennessee would spend the $11 million in the following manner: $5 million would be
disbursed in 2011-12, $3 million in 2012-13, $2 million in 2013-14, and $1 million in 201415. 150 He also addressed the concern that the State would now be expected to provide bailouts to
other private colleges and universities in the future by saying that Lambuth University was a
special case and that the opportunity to cheaply add a state university in Jackson—the largest city
in the state without a state college or university—was the deciding factor. 151 Any potential deal
with the State was also contingent on whether a local Jackson purchasing group would be able to
first pay off Lambuth’s sizeable debt and bring its buildings up to code. 152 The local entities that
would potentially be able to address Lambuth’s debts included the City of Jackson, Tennessee,
Madison County, Tennessee, the Industrial Development Board of the City of Jackson, the
Jackson Energy Authority, and West Tennessee Healthcare (the “Jackson Group”). 153 The
Jackson Group likely wanted to see Lambuth survive due to a combination of its economic and
educational impact on the area and its strong historic ties to the area. 154
To facilitate the transfer and address its debt, Lambuth University’s Board of Directors took
the first steps towards making a State takeover possible at a meeting on June 30, 2011. At this
149
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meeting, the Board of Directors voted unanimously to file for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection
and to sell the campus to the Jackson Group for $7.9 million. 155 However, no actual agreement
of sale was consummated at the meeting, so the sale would have to be completed during the
course of Lambuth’s bankruptcy proceedings. 156 The agreement would need to satisfy the
school’s outstanding debt of over $10 million 157 (over half that amount was attributable to the
massive bond debt that began to accumulate in 1995). 158 Once an agreement with the Jackson
Group was reached, the Jackson Group would then turn the campus over to the State and its
Board of Regents system, which would then turn the campus into a satellite campus of the
University of Memphis. 159 Then, the $11 million in financing would begin to be distributed to
the University of Memphis. 160
As previously discussed, this $11 million would be distributed in a decreasing fashion;
that is, less money would be distributed to the University of Memphis to operate the Lambuth
campus each year from 2011 until 2015. 161 This descending funding plan assumes increased
enrollment and revenue, and eventually, if things go as planned, there would be no “extra” state
funding allocated to Lambuth University. 162 As Jackson Mayor Jerry Gist stated, all involved
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“hop[ed] . . . this [could] be an expeditious process” that would benefit everyone. 163 By the end
of June 2011, it was clear that Lambuth University and the other parties involved had, at the
least, a general plan that entailed (a) the sale of Lambuth University when it filed for Chapter 11
protection and (b) its continued operation as a satellite of the University of Memphis.

Typical Bankruptcy Proceedings
a. The Petition is Filed: June 30, 2011
After exhausting all other possibilities,164 Lambuth filed a Voluntary Petition (“Petition”)
for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection on June 30, 2011, in the Western District of Tennessee,
Eastern Division. 165 Lambuth is located in Madison County, Tennessee, 166 and its principal
place of business 167 lies within the Western District of Tennessee, Eastern Division, 168 so its
choice of jurisdiction was proper. 169 Lambuth retained Steven N. Douglass (“Douglass”), 170 of
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Harris Shelton Hanover Walsh, PLLC, 171 a Memphis, Tennessee, law firm, as its attorney. 172
Michael E. Keeney, the Chairman of Lambuth’s Board of Directors, 173 signed the Petition for
Lambuth as Chairman of the Board of Directors. 174
Lambuth filed as a tax-exempt corporation with 200-999 estimated creditors, $1,000,001$10,000,000 estimated assets, and $10,000,001- $50,000,000 estimated liabilities.175 The
Petition also states that Lambuth’s debts are primarily business debts 176 and that Lambuth
estimates that no funds will be available to pay any unsecured creditors through its bankruptcy
proceedings. 177 The Petition includes a schedule listing the creditors who hold Lambuth’s
twenty largest unsecured claims 178 and an attachment listing another 130 unsecured creditors. 179
The day after Lambuth filed its Petition, the Court filed a Notice of … Deficient Filing 180
listing fourteen statutorily required Schedules 181 missing from the Petition and a fourteen day
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178 Id. at 4-5. This form includes a chart listing the unsecured creditor’s name, address, and the amount of the claim.
179 Id. at 6-25. This list appears to have been typed on a personal computer and includes only the name and
address of the creditor (some addresses are missing). No claim amount is listed and the list does not designate
the creditors as unsecured. However, subsequent case documents confirm the status of the creditors as unsecured.
180 In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Notice of Required Filing Fee and/or
Deficient Filing, (Dkt. 2), p. 1, (July 1, 2011).
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deadline 182 to file the schedules with the Court. Like the Petition and many other bankruptcy
documents, the missing Schedules are fill-in-the-blank and check-the-box forms readily available
online. 183 Even so, the “Notice of … Deficient Filing” is a common occurrence in bankruptcy
proceedings due to the breadth of detailed information required in the Schedules. 184
Four days after the deadline to file the missing Schedules, Douglass filed a Motion to
Extend Time to File Schedules [sic], requesting another twenty days to complete the
Schedules. 185 He stated that Lambuth was making substantial progress in completing the
Schedules, but also that management personnel had been unable to make final revisions to the
them due to obligations in “winding down the university and negotiating with certain interested
parties regarding the sale of the assets[.]” 186 The Court issued a Notice of Hearing on the matter
the same day 187 and scheduled the Hearing for nine days later. The Hearing was postponed another
12 days 188 and the Court granted Douglass’ Motion to Extend Time—without a hearing and without

181

The debtor’s filing requirements are listed in 11 U.S.C. § 521(a).
The fourteen day deadline is not found in the Title 11 of the United State Code, but in a “local order of the
Court.” In re Lambuth University, Notice of Required Filing Fee and/or Deficient Filing at 1 (July 1, 2011).

182

183

United States Bankruptcy Courts, Western District of Tennessee, Bankruptcy Forms,
http://www.uscourts.gov/FormsAndFees/Forms/BankruptcyForms.aspx (last visited March 21, 2012).
184

Although the Petition itself is fairly quick and easy to complete, the amount of time and research needed to
complete Schedules required to the filed with the Petition can be extensive, especially for complex business entities
like Lambuth. See generally Jean Braucher, A Guide to Interpretation of the 2005 Bankruptcy Law, 16 Am. Bankr.
Inst. L. Rev. 349 (2008) (detailed discussion of the new Schedules requirements due to B.A.P.C.B.A.).
185

In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Motion to Extend Time to File Schedules,
Statement of Financial Affairs and Lists Pursuant to Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure 1007(c), (Dkt. 60), p. 2,
(July 19, 2011).
186 Id. at 2. Indeed, Lambuth had been in talks for some time with the State of Tennessee/University of Memphis

concerning the sale of its assets. The sale eventually came to fruition and is a major part of Lambuth’s case; it is
discussed in detail in a later section of this document. Lambuth Votes, supra note 3.
187

In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Notice of Hearing, (Dkt. 61) (July 19, 2011).
In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Notice of Continuance, (no Dkt. entry) (July
27, 2011).
188
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objection. 189 Because there was no formal hearing, the Court required the Order Granting the

Motion to Extend Time to File Schedules to be prepared by Steven Douglass by August 24,
2011. However, the Order was not filed until September 7, 2011, over a month after Douglass
filed the missing Schedules. 190 Ultimately, the missing Schedules, which concerned Lambuth’s
real and personal property, secured and unsecured creditors, general financial affairs, co-debtors,
contracts and leases, security holders and attorney fees were filed before the extended deadline
by Douglass in a 107-page document. 191

Date
July 15, 2011
July 19, 2011
July 19, 2011
July 27, 2011
August 3, 2011
August 10, 2011
August 26, 2011
September 7, 2011

Petition Schedules: Timeline Summary of Events 192
Event
Deadline: File Missing Schedules
Filed: Motion to Extend Time to File Schedules
Scheduled: Hearing date, July 27
Rescheduled: new Hearing date, August 10
Filed: Petition Schedules (107 page document)
Granted: Motion to Extend Time to File Schedules
Ordered: Douglass to prepare the Order Granting Motion to Extend Time
Notice: Douglass’ Order Past Due
Filed: Order Granting Motion to Extend Time

b. The Petition Schedules: Lambuth’s Assets, Liabilities, and Creditors
On August 3, 2011, Lambuth filed its Petition Schedules 193 (the “Schedules”) with updated
information from that on its Petition. Lambuth’s check-the-box information was generally
189

In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Minutes – Notice of Continuance, (no
Dkt.entry) (August 10, 2011).
190 In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Order Granting Motion to Extend Time to
File Schedules, Statement of Financial Affairs and Lists Pursuant to Federal Rule of Bankruptcy Procedure
1007(c), (Dkt. 166) (September 7, 2011).
191 Schedules, at 1. The sheer length of this document helps illustrate the all-too-common need for filing extensions
and the clerk’s frequent use of the “Notice of . . . Deficient Filing” document.
192 See Supra note 164. The timing of these events does not follow a logical order and it seems that Douglass is
dropping the ball, so to speak, by missing Court-ordered deadlines. However, these small mishaps are tolerated by
the Court most likely because of the larger goal of Lambuth’s case: successfully completing the complex sale and
lease transaction with the Jackson Group and the University of Memphis/State of Tennessee.
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consistent between the two forms: the Schedules lists 386 creditors, assets valued at
$6,258,897.00, and liabilities 194 valued at $9,656,941.56. 195 Its creditor and asset values fell
within the check-the-box items on page one of Lambuth’s Petition196 in which Lambuth
estimated it has between 200-999 creditors and $1,000,001-$10,000,000 in assets, but Lambuth’s
liabilities value falls just short of its estimated $10,000,001- $50,000,000 in liabilities at only
$9.6 million.
Lambuth’s liabilities consisted of both secured and unsecured claims arising from business
debt accumulated from operating its campus. Although it only has two secured creditors,
Downtown Jackson Lions Club (“Lions Club”) 197 and BNY Mellon, 198 versus 384 unsecured
creditors, 199 the amounts of its secured and unsecured debt are roughly the same at close to $5
million each. 200 Lambuth ultimately settled both of its secured debts 201 prior to filing its
Disclosure Statement and Summary of Plan on March 28, 2012. 202

193

Schedules, at 1.
Schedules, at 3.
195 Schedules, at 1-3.
196 Voluntary Petition, at 1.
197 Schedules, at 10. The Lions Club supports many youth development and sports organizations around th Jackson,
Tennessee, area. See Downtown Jackson’s Lion Club, http://www.jacksonlionsclub.org/ (last visited April 17,
2012).
194

198

Schedules, at 10. The Bank of New York Mellon Trust Company is a global investment management and
investment services company . . . with over $26 trillion in assets under custody or administration. See BNY Mellon
http://www.bnymellon.com/about/index.html (last visited April 23, 2012).
199

Schedules, at 1.
Schedules, at 3.
201 Schedules, at 1. Downtown Jackson Lions Club is also listed on the Schedules as having a non-priority
unsecured claim of $42,118.16. Under the Disclosure Statement and Summary of Plan filed March 28, 2012, this
claim will get a pro rata portion of whatever funds, if any, are remaining after having paid the priority unsecured
debts. Disclosure Statement and Summary of Plan, at 9.
200

202

Disclosure Statement and Summary of Plan, at 9. Lambuth’s two secured claims are discussed in detail in
“The Lease” and “The § 363 Sale” sections of this document.
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As for its unsecured claims, Lambuth’s non-priority unsecured debt of $3,601,784.15 far
exceeds its priority unsecured debt of only $958,910.54. 203 All of Lambuth’s priority unsecured
claims are reported on the Schedules as wages, salaries, commissions, and related federal, state,
and local taxes and penalties 204 as required under 11 U.S.C § 507(a). 205 All of Lambuth’s nonpriority unsecured debt arises out of operating costs incurred while running the university. 206
The major inconsistency between Lambuth’s Petition and Schedules is the Schedule listing
Lambuth’s twenty largest unsecured claims. This Schedule differs from the Petition by five
creditors (it was also was updated from to show more current claims amounts). 207 The five
creditors that left this list did so due to other unsecured creditors having larger claims. However,
four of the new unsecured creditors listed on the Schedules should have been initially included
on the Petition due to the amount of their claims. 208 Curiously, these claims are left off of the
Petition. These claims are $100,000 from Dr. Mary Cay Koen, $52,000 from the General Board
of Higher Education of the Methodist Church, 209 $50,000 from Jeff Campbell, and $42,759.95

203

Schedules, at 3.
Schedules, at 11. On its Schedules, Lambuth checked only the boxes related to ‘wages, salaries and
commissions’ under 11 U.S.C § 507(a)(4) and ‘taxes … owed to governmental units’ under 11 U.S.C. § 507(a).

204

205

11 U.S.C § 507(a) provides, in relevant parts that: the following claims have priority . . . wages, salaries, or
commissions, including vacation, severance, and sick leave pay earned by an individual . . . an employment tax on a
wage, salary, or commission of a kind specified in paragraph (4) of this subsection earned from the debtor before the
date of the filing of the petition, whether or not actually paid before such date.
206 Schedules, at 39-90. Lambuth’s Schedules show non-priority unsecured claims ranging from month-to-month
subscription services (like email servers) to one-time purchases (like personalty items) for the purpose of
maintaining the university’s day-to-day operations.
207 Schedules, at 1-2.
208 It is unclear why these claims were missing from the Petition. Perhaps they were unperfected endowments
whose true form (debt v. donation) only became known after the filing of the Petition. Dr. George W. Kuney,
Lindsay Young Distinguished Professor of Law and Director of the Clayton Center for Entrepreneurial Law, The
University of Tennessee College of Law, Remarks during the Reorganizations and Workouts class period (April 20,
2012).
209 Supra note 8. Lambuth had operated for decades as a private university affiliated with the Methodist Church.
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from Joey Stoner. 210 Joey Stoner’s claim is the only one given priority status; 211 it is a priority
claim under 11 U.S.C. § 507(a)(4) (like the bulk of Lambuth’s priority unsecured claims)
because it was used to fund Lambuth’s employee payroll expenses in late 2009. 212 The fifth new
claim listed on the Schedules is from the K Revocable Living Trust, 213 and it is the largest of all
the unsecured claims at $1,313,000.00 214
One of the most notable of the twenty largest unsecured claims (which is on both the
Petition and the Schedule) is the claim for $541,270.00 from the Jackson Energy Authority. 215
This claim is cited in Lambuth’s Disclosure Statement and Summary of Plan as one of the main
contributing factors leading to Lambuth’s decision to file for bankruptcy protection. 216 In fact,
the Jackson Energy Authority had already threatened to turn off Lambuth’s utility services due to
the amount of unpaid debt. 217
The Schedules list no codebtors 218 but list forty executory contracts and unexpired leases 219
and two lawsuits to which it is a party. 220 One of the final Schedules also discloses Douglass’
attorney compensation. 221 The Schedule does not list an agreed total amount of compensation
for legal services, but the Court had already approved Douglass’ $300 hourly rate (his standard
210

Schedules, at 1-2.
Id. Joey Stoner is Lambuth’s Vice President for Business Affairs; he held this position at the time of his loan to
the university.
212 Id.
213 Id.
214 Schedules, at 1-2.
215 Id. This is Lambuth’s second largest unsecured claim.
216 Disclosure Statement and Summary of Plan, at 6.
217 Id.
218 Schedules, at 94.
219 Schedules, at 91-93. All of these are rejected later in the Final Disclosure and Summary of Plan. In re Lambuth
University, Final Disclosure and Summary of Plan at 10.
220 Infra note 408.
221 Schedules, at 104.
211
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hourly rate 222) and Lambuth’s choice of debtor’s counsel in a previous Order. 223 It does disclose
that Douglass has not received any compensation prior to filing the Schedules 224 and that he
agrees to accept whatever future legal fees the court allows. 225 Douglass will have to file Interim
Applications for Allowance of Compensation and Reimbursement of Expenses to Attorneys for
Debtors with the Court to collect any fees. 226 Douglass’ filings must be made in accordance with
11 U.S.C. § 330, 227 Compensation for Officers, showing “reasonable compensation for actual,
necessary services rendered,” 228 and the notice and filing requirements in 11 U.S.C. § 331,
Interim Compensation. 229
Schedules: Summary of Liabilities
Claim Category
Number of Creditors
230
Unsecured Priority Claims
130
Unsecured Non-priority Claims 231
254
232
Secured Claims
2
Total:
386

Value
$958,910.41
$3,601,784.15
$5,096,247.00
$9,658,941.56

222

In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Application for Employment of Harris Shelton
Hanover Walsh, PLLC, as Counsel for Debtor, (Dkt. 76) (July 25, 2011). Douglass initially filed this
Application on July 14, 2011 (Dkt. 36) but it was incomplete due to missing party signatures and by failing to
include the names of the specific attorneys and paralegals assigned to Lambuth’s case.
223 In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Order on Application for Employment of
Harris Shelton Hanover Walsh, PLLC, as Counsel for Debtor, (Dkt. 79) (July 26, 2011).
224 Schedules, at 104.
225 Id.
226 To date, Douglass has filed one Interim Application for $42,929.38. In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Interim Application for Allowance of Compensation and Reimbursement of Expenses to
Attorneys for Debtors, (Dkt. 382) (November 23, 2011). The Interim Application was granted without opposition.
In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Order Granting Application for Interim
Compensation, (Dkt. 431) (Dec. 28, 2011).
227 11 U.S.C. § 330.
228 Id.
229 11 U.S.C § 331.
230 Schedules, at 12-38.
231 Schedules, at 39-90.
232 Schedules, at 10. Downtown Jackson Lions Club secured claim for $136,247.00 and BNY Mellon’s secured
claim for $4,960,000.
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Lambuth’s list of assets on the Schedules, both real and personal property, 233 is much
shorter than its lists of liabilities. Not surprisingly, Lambuth’s real property consists of its
campus of 51 acres, including buildings and facilities. 234 The total value of this real property is
listed at $4,386,247.00, less than the secured claim of $5,096,247.00 against it. 235 Lambuth’s
personal property consists of $600.00 in petty cash, 236 $5,240.00 in a checking account, 237
$886,512.00 in accounts receivable (all student accounts and collections), 238 $450,000.00 in
office and machinery equipment and supplies, 239 and $530,298.00 in a restricted endowment
checking account and trust funds. 240 Lambuth reports all of its income is derived from its
business operations and claims no income from other sources. 241
Schedules: Summary of Assets
Description
Value
Real Property242
$136,247.00
Real Property243
$4,250,000.00
244
Petty Cash
$600.00
Checking Account 245
$5,240.00
Accounts Receivable 246
$185,666.00
Accounts Receivable Collections 247
$700,846.00

Claim
$136,247.00
$4,960,000.00

233

Schedules, at 3.
Schedules, at 5.
235 Id.
236 Schedules, at 6.
237 Id.
238 Schedules, at 7.
239 Schedules, at 8.
240 Id. at 9.
241 Id. at 96.
242 Id. at 5. This real property is the baseball fields secured by the Lions Club secured claim of $136,247.00.
234

243

Id. at 5. This real property is the 51 acre campus secured by BNY Mellon’s secured claim of $4,960,000.00.

244

Id. at 6.
Id.
246 Id. at 7.
247 Id.
245
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Personal Property248
7 Restricted Endowments 249
Total:

$450,000.00
$530,298.00
$1,872,650.00

$5,096,247.00

c. First Day Notices and Claims
During the initial month of the bankruptcy proceedings, Lambuth’s creditors were notified
of the bankruptcy proceedings,250 and many creditors came forward to file Proof of Claims with
the Court (subsequently, the Clerk for the Bankruptcy Court filed almost as many Notices of
Deficient Claim251). Around this time, the Court also set the Case Management Conference,252
the Meeting of Creditors,253 and the Initial Debtor Interview.254 These first few weeks
proceeded, for the most part, like any conventional Chapter 11 case, with the exception of a few
very important emergency and expedited motions discussed below.

d. Emergency and Expedited Motions
In the first week after filing its Petition, Lambuth filed its first motion, an Emergency
Motion requesting that the Court give it “authorization to pay prepetition compensation,
248

Id. at 8.
Id. at 9.
250 In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Certificate of Notice, (Dkt. 13), p. 3-7, (July 7,
2011) (listing all of the parties, including creditors, receiving notice).
251 See In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Notification[s] of Deficient Claim,
(Docs. 31, 33, 38, 41, 42, 44, 62, 63, 72, 77, 78, 90, etc) (beginning July 13, 2011). Many of these claims were
deficient for simple mistakes such as leaving a line item blank or for failing to check-the-box.
252 (In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Order and Notice of Case Management
Conference, (Dkt. 7) (July 5, 2011) (hereinafter “Order and Notice of Case Management Conference”).
253 In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Notice of Commencement of Case Under
Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code, Meeting of Creditors, and Fixing of Dates, (Dkt. 9) (July 6, 2011) (hereinafter
“Notice of Commencement”).
254 In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., As required by 28 U.S.C. Section 586(a), the
United States Trustee provides notice that the Initial Debtor Interview will be held on Wednesday, July 13, 2011 at
10:00 AM (Madalyn Scott Greenwood by Peggy Rodgers), (No Dkt.) (July 7, 2011).
249
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employee reimbursements and withholding taxes, to reduce the notice period for objecting to the
Motion, and to set an expedited hearing in the event objections are filed.” 255 Lambuth stated that
it was “continuing to operate its business and manage its properties as Debtor-in-possession” 256
and needed this skeleton crew of “essential” 257 employees for the “continued operation of the
Debtor’s business” 258 so that it can maintain is main asset, the campus, throughout the
bankruptcy proceedings. 259
All of the prepetition wages and related expenses requested in the Emergency Motion are
awarded priority status under 11 U.S.C. § 507(a)(4), 260 but the monetary relief is limited to
$11,725 per employee. Lambuth’s Emergency Motion requested only $4,156.04 per
employee 261 and only those employee expenses allowed under § 507. 262 Notice of a hearing 263
on the matter was given, but since no objections were filed, no hearing was required. 264 The

255

In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Emergency Motion for an Order Authorizing
Payment of Prepetition Compensation, Employee Reimbursement, Withholding Taxes, and Contributions, Costs,
and Expenses to Certain Employee Benefit Plans, (Dkt. 11) (July 6, 2011) (hereinafter “Emergency Motion”).
256 Id. at 1.
257 Id. at 5.
258 Id.
259 Also during this time, Lambuth is negotiating the lease with the State of Tennessee so the University of Memphis
can take over operations. Keeping the lights on, so to speak, and everything in working order will aid a smoother
transition.
260 11 U.S.C. § 507(a)(4).
261 Emergency Motion, at 4-5.
262 11 U.S.C. §§ 507(a)(4)-(5),(8).
263 In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Notice of Hearing with Related Information
RE Form, Manner and Serving of Notice, (Dkt. 12) (July 7, 2011).
264 Id. at 1. The Notice of Hearing stated that a hearing would be held only if objections were filed by July 8, 2011.
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Court granted the Motion just four days later, 265 recognizing that the relief requested is “in the
manifest best interest of the Debtor, the estate and creditors and interested parties. 266
Just five days after filing the Emergency Motion (and the same day the Court granted the
Emergency Motion), Lambuth filed an Expedited Motion for an Order Authorizing Payment of

Prepetition Compensation, Employee Reimbursement, Withholding Taxes, and Contributions,
Costs, and Expenses to Certain Employee Benefit Plans 267 for thirty additional employees. This
Expedited Motion read almost verbatim to the previous Emergency Motion. 268 A Notice of
Hearing 269 immediately followed, no objections were filed, and the Court granted the Expedited
Motion. 270

Lambuth’s next motion was filed that same week: an Amended Expedited Motion Pursuant
to U.S.C. §§ 105(a), 366(a) and 507 (I) to Determine Adequacy of Assurance of Payment for
Future Service from Utilities and (II) to Establish Procedures for Determining Requests for
Additional Assurance. 271 The crux of this Motion is 11 U.S.C. §366(a), which states:
“a utility may not alter, refuse, or discontinue service to, or discriminate against,
the trustee or the debtor solely on the basis of the commencement of a case under
265

In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Order Granting Emergency Motion for an
Order Authorizing Payment of Prepetition Compensation, Employee Reimbursement, Withholding Taxes, and
Contributions, Costs, and Expenses to Certain Employee Benefit Plans, (Dkt. 23) (July 11, 2011).
266 Id. at 2.
267 In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Expedited Motion for an Order Authorizing
Payment of Prepetition Compensation, Employee Reimbursement, Withholding Taxes, and Contributions, Costs,
and Expenses to Certain Employee Benefit Plans, (Dkt. 22) (July 11, 2011).
268 Lambuth stated the same reasons for needing to pay these thirty employees in the Expedited Motion as it did
for the initial nine employees in the Emergency Motion.
269 In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Notice of Hearing with Related Information
RE Form, Manner and Serving of Notice, (Dkt. 24) (July 11, 2011).
270 There is no docket containing the Order granting this motion because Douglass has yet to file it. There is a
docket entry on August 26, 2011, stating that the order is to be submitted by Douglass. From this docket entry, it
reasons that the Court authorized the Expedited Motion, but it is not in the official case docket yet.
271 In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Amended Expedited Motion Pursuant to 11
U.S.C. §§ 105(a), 366(a), and 507 (I) to Determine Adequacy of Assurance of Payment for Future Services from
Utilities and (II) to Establish Procedures for Determining Requests for Additional Assurance, (Dkt. 27) (July
12, 2011).
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this title or that a debt owed by the debtor before the order for relief was not paid
when due.”
As was previously mentioned, Lambuth’s second largest unsecured creditor is the Jackson
Energy Authority, to which it owes $541,270.00 272 for prepetition utility services. Jackson
Energy Authority had warned Lambuth that its utilities would start being turned off on June 30,
2011, but it was stopped from doing this pursuant to 11 U.S.C. §366(a) because Lambuth filed its
bankruptcy petition that same day. The Expedited Motion sought to heal the relationship
between debtor and creditor and establish guidelines for their future dealings (so Lambuth could
keep its utilities on and so the Jackson Energy Authority could receive payment for its services).
Specifically, Lambuth sought relief in the form of:
“Deeming the following as adequate assurance of payment for future services
within the meaning of 11 U.S.C. § 366, subject only to the additional procedures
described herein (the “Proposed Adequate Assurance”):
The Utility Companies’ retention of unused pre-petition security
deposits, if any and, payment of post-petition amounts owed to
each Utility Company on a timely basis as an administrative
expense.”
As with the Emergency and Expedited Motion for employee expenses, Lambuth filed this
Expedited Motion for utility expenses so that it could continue maintaining its main asset, its
campus. However, the Jackson Energy Authority objected to thw Expedited Motion 273 for the
following three reasons:
1. prepetition security deposits do not constitute adequate assurance; 274

272

Schedules, at 1.
In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Objection by Jackson Energy Authority to
Amended Expedited Motion Pursuant to 11 U.S.C. §§ 105(a), 366(a), and 507 (I) to Determine Adequacy of
Assurance of Payment for Future Services from Utilities and (II) to Establish Procedures for Determining
Requests for Additional Assurance, (Dkt. 30) (July 13, 2011).
274 Id. at 1. Lambuth’s prepetition debt at over $500,000 must have far exceeded any prepetition security
deposits Jackson Energy Authority had on hand (there is nothing in the record establishing the amount of a
security deposit, if one existed at all).

273
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2. granting post-petition amounts as an administrative expense does not constitute
adequate assurance; 275 and
3. the proposed procedures for Jackson Energy Authority to request “additional”
adequate assurance other than administrative priority are unreasonable. 276

In less than a month, however, Lambuth and Jackson Energy Authority came to an
agreement and filed an Agreed Order on August 8, 2011 277 resolving the adequacy of assurance
issues. The Agreed Order provides that:
1. Lambuth shall deposit $60,000.00 with Jackson Energy Authority unless the
University of Memphis assumes its utilities no later than August 6, 2011; 278
2. post-petition utilities shall be given administrative expense priority; 279
3. all post-petition utilities shall be paid in a timely manner as an administrative
expense, without further order of the Court; 280 and
4. if Lambuth fails to pay for utility services when due, and fails to cure nonpayment
within ten days of written notice, Jackson Energy Authority shall be authorized to
terminate utility services and apply the security deposit to the balance owed for
post-petition utilities without further order of the Court. 281
The $60,000.00 security deposit never came due because the University of Memphis
assumed Lambuth’s utilities on August 5, 2011,282 two days before the Agreed Order stating the
August 6, 2011, security deposit deadline was filed.283

275

Id. Jackson Energy Authority’s basic argument here is that Lambuth did not pay prepetition debts in a timely
manner so it is likely that it won’t pay post-petition debts in a timely manner.
276 Id. at 2.
277 In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Agreed Order Resolving Objection by Jackson
Energy Authority to Amended Expedited Motion Pursuant to 11 U.S.C. §§ 105(a), 366(a), and 507 (I) to Determine
Adequacy of Assurance of Payment for Future Services from Utilities and (II) to Establish Procedures for
Determining Requests for Additional Assurance, (Dkt. 118) (August 8, 2011).
278 Id. Lambuth’s average monthly utility services are stated on Exhibit A to its Expedited Motion at $64,525.00 so
the $60,000.00 security deposit would nearly cover one month’s service costs.
279

Id.
Id.
281 Id.
282 Per the Lease Agreement approved by the Court on August 5, 2011, the University of Memphis assumed
Lambuth’s utilities so the security deposit was not required. In re Lambuth University, case no. 11-11942, Bankr.
W.D. Tenn., Notice of Filing Final Lease Agreement Emergency Motion for an Order Authorizing Debtor to Enter
into Lease of Premises to the State, Board of Regents, (Dkt. 111), p.3, (August 5, 2011) (hereinafter “Revised
Proposed Lease”); In re Lambuth University, case no. 11-11942, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Order Granting Emergency
280
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Timeline: Adequacy of Assurance of Payment Expedited Motion and Agreed Order
Date
Event
July 12, 2011
Lambuth Files: Amended Expedited Motion. . . to Determine Adequacy of
Assurance of Payment for Future Services from Utilities and . . . Establish
Procedures for Determining Requests for Additional Assurance 284
July 12, 2011
Clerk Files: Notice of Hearing with Related Information RE Form, Manner
and Serving of Notice 285
July 13, 2011
Jackson Energy Authority Files: Objection . . . to Amended Expedited
Motion . . . to Determine Adequacy of Assurance of Payment for Future
Services from Utilities and . . . Establish Procedures for Determining
Requests for Additional Assurance 286
August 5, 2011
Court Grants: Order Granting Emergency Motion for an Order Authorizing
Debtor to Enter into Lease of Premises to the State of Tennessee, Board of
Regents (University of Memphis assumes Lambuth’s Utilities) 287
August 6, 2011
Agreed Order Deadline: $60,000 deposit due to Jackson Energy Authority288
August 8, 2011
Jackson Energy Authority Files: Agreed Order Resolving Objection by . . . to
Amended Expedited Motion . . . to Determine Adequacy of Assurance of
Payment for Future Services from Utilities and . . . Establish Procedures for
Determining Requests for Additional Assurance 289

Motion For an Order Authorizing Debtor to Enter Into Lease of Premises to the State, Board of Regents, (Dkt.
112), p.1, (Aug. 5, 2011) (hereinafter “Order Granting Motion to Lease”).
283 Supra note 192. Once again, the backward timing of some events seems curious, but all parties, including the
Court, ignore these minor issues because of the larger goal in mind: successfully transitioning Lambuth from a
private university to a public one as a satellite campus of the University of Memphis.
284 This docket entry is an Amended Motion because Lambuth filed the motion three times on July 12, 2011; the
first two filings were rejected by the Clerk due to incomplete filings (names and addresses of parties to be served
were missing). In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Expedited Motion Pursuant to
11 U.S.C. §§ 105(a), 366(a), and 507 (I) to Determine Adequacy of Assurance of Payment for Future Service from
Utilities and (II) to Establish Procedures for Determining Requests for Additional Assurance, (Dkt. 25) (July 12,
2011); In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Amended Motion Expedited Motion
Pursuant to 11 U.S.C. §§ 105(a), 366(a), and 507 (I) to Determine Adequacy of Assurance of Payment for Future
Service from Utilities and (II) to Establish Procedures for Determining Requests for Additional Assurance, (Dkt.
26) (July 12, 2011).
285 In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Notice of Hearing with Related Information
RE Form, Manner and Serving of Notice, (Dkt. 28) (July 12, 2011).
286 Supra note 273.
287 Order Granting Motion to Lease, at 1.
288 Supra note 277.
289 Id.
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e. Initial Debtor Interview, Case Management Conference, and Meeting of Creditors
While Lambuth was working to resolve important issues related to its Emergency and
Expedited Motions, the Trustee and the Court were taking care of statutorily mandated
requirements. As required by 28 U.S.C. Section 586(a), 290 the Trustee set the Initial Debtor
Interview for July13, 2011. 291 However, no other docket entries were recorded to verify that the
Interview actually happened.
We can be sure, though, that the Case Management Conference did occur. Just days after
Lambuth filed its Petition, the Court filed an Order and Notice of Case Management
Conference 292 in accordance with 11 U.S.C § 105(d). 293 The Conference was initially set for
July 20, 2011, 294 but was rescheduled for and occurred on July 13, 2011. 295
The Court’s Notice states that the “purpose of the Case Management Conference is to . . .
establish and implement a sound and effective case management program . . . to expedite the
administration of this Chapter 11 case, to discourage unnecessary litigation, and to . . . facilitate

290

28 U.S.C. § 586 Reads in part that “each United States trustee, within the region for which such United States
trustee is appointed, shall . . . (7) in each of such small business cases . . . (A) conduct an initial debtor interview as
soon as practicable after the date of the order for relief but before the first meeting scheduled under section 341(a) of
title 11. 11 U.S.C. § 341(a) provides in part that . . . within a reasonable time after the order for relief in a case
under this title, the United States trustee shall convene and preside at a Meeting of Creditors.
291 In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., As required by 28 U.S.C. Section 586(a), the
United States Trustee provides notice that the Initial Debtor Interview will be held on Wednesday, July 13, 2011 at
10:00 AM (Madalyn Scott Greenwood by Peggy Rodgers), (Dkt. 21 removed) (July 11, 2011).
292 Order and Notice of Case Management Conference, at 7.
293 11 U.S.C. § 105(d), Power of Court, provides in part that . . . the court . . . shall hold such status conferences as
are necessary to further the expeditious and economical resolution of the case.
294 Id.
295 In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Amended Order and Notice of Case
Management Conference, (Dkt. 10) (July 6, 2011) (hereinafter “Amended Order and Notice of Case Management
Conference”); In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Case Management Order, (Dkt.
32) (July 13, 2011).
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the early resolution of disputes.” 296 To that end, the Court lists certain objectives 297 of the
Conference, including:
1. setting a date by which the Debtor, or trustee if one has been appointed, shall
file a disclosure statement and plan; 298
2. set a date for the Debtor to file an estimate of anticipated administrative
expenses; 299 and
3. any other matters deemed relevant and appropriate. 300
The Conference met these objectives, and more, producing an Order that obligated Lambuth to,
among other things:
1. file a disclosure statement and plan (or summary of plan); 301
2. file an estimate of anticipated administrative expenses within thirty days after
the entry of this order; 302 and
3. timely file all monthly operating reports and timely pay all United States
trustee quarterly fees pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1930(a)(6). 303
Pursuant to 11 U.S.C. § 341, 304 the Trustee set and gave notice of the Meeting of the
Creditors for August 10, 2011. 305 The Meeting Notice provided a Proof of Claim for creditors to
file with the Clerk 306 and set claim deadlines for creditors as follows:

296

Amended Order and Notice of Case Management Conference, at 1.
Supra note 293. These specific objectives are permitted under 11 U.S.C. § 105(d) which enumerates the powers
of the Court.
298 Id.
299 Id. at 2.
300 Id.
301 In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Case Management Order, (Dkt. 32), p.1,
(July 13, 2011) (hereinafter “Case Management Order”). No deadline was set for this filing but Lambuth filed a
Disclosure Statement and Summary of Plan on March 28, 2012. See Disclosure Statement and Summary of Plan,
at 1.
302 Case Management Order, at 1. This term sets the deadline of August 13, 2011, for Lambuth to file estimated
administrative expenses. However, to date, there is still no such entry in the docket.
303 Id.
304 Supra note 290.
305 In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Setting of Meeting of Creditors, (Dkt. 8)
(July 6, 2011); Notice of Commencement, at 1.
297
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1. Proof of Claims due by November 8, 2011; 307 and
2. Government Proof of Claims due by December 27, 2011. 308
The Meeting occurred as initially scheduled (one of the few that did) 309 with no objections.

f. Unsecured Creditors Committee
The Unsecured Creditors Committee proceeded with a bit more complexity. 310 The
Trustee appointed six members from five different unsecured creditors to the Committee; 311 all
five are on the Schedule listing the “Creditors Holding 20 Largest Unsecured Claims.” 312 The
Committee’s first task was to employ an attorney for its representation throughout Lambuth’s

306

Supra note 251. These Proof of Claim forms are the source of the numerous Notice of Deficient Claim(s) that
flooded the docket during the first weeks of Lambuth’s bankruptcy proceedings.
307 Notice of Commencement, at 9.
308 Id. See also In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Ex Parte Motion of the United
States Securities and Exchange Commission for an Extension of the Government Bar Date to File Proof of Claim,
(Dkt. 417) (December 21, 2011); In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Order Granting
Ex Parte Motion of the United States Securities and Exchange Commission for an Extension of the Government Bar
Date to File Proof of Claim, (Dkt. 423) (December 22, 2011). This appears to be merely a placeholder for the
Securities and Exchange Commission, and not tied to a specific act(s) by Lambuth (The Commission’s Motion states
that the “staff of the Commission currently is investigating potential claims that it may have against the Debtor, if
any.) (Emphasis added.).
309 In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., The United States Trustee reports that the
Meeting of Creditors required under 11 U.S.C. Section 341 has been held and conducted as scheduled, (Madalyn
Scott Greenwood by Peggy Rodgers), (Dkt. 120 removed ) (August 11, 2011).
310 It took three tries to get the Committee correctly listed. The first filing listed the wrong Chairperson and the
second filing listed the wrong addresses. In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., (Dkt.
104) Appointment and Notice of Appointment of Official Unsecured Creditors Committee (August 3, 2011); In re
Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., First Amended Appointment and Notice of Appointment
of Official Unsecured Creditors Committee, (Dkt. 122) (August 12, 2011) (hereinafter “First Amended
Appointment”).
311 First Amended Appointment, at 1.
312 Schedules, at 1-2. The members are from Hobson’s, Inc.; Johnsey’s Sporting Goods (Chairman, Fred Johnsey,
Jr.); Rainer, Kizer, Reviere, Bell PLC; Skeeter Kell Sporting Goods; and Sodexo, Inc. and Affiliates (largest
claimholder on the Committee).
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bankruptcy proceedings. This part went smoothly and its Application 313 to approve Stephen L.
Hughes 314 (“Hughes”) as attorney for the Committee was granted without opposition. 315
The Committee’s next task was to hire an appraiser to “appraise, testify, give deposition, or
do consulting work after the appraisal report is completed on behalf of the Unsecured Creditors
Committee . . . and [t]o perform all other appraisal and related valuation related services for the
Committee.” 316 This is where the Committee met resistance. Jackson Energy Authority filed an
Objection to the Committee’s Amended Application 317 to employ an appraiser, stating that the
Application “does not specify the scope of work to be performed by the appraiser or set any limit
on total amount of fees which the appraiser may incur at the expense of all unsecured
creditors.”318 The Amended Application was ultimately approved319 following a hearing on

In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Application to Approve Employment of
Attorney for Unsecured Creditors Committee, (Dkt. 123) (Aug. 15, 2011).
314 Id. at 2. Hughes’ compensation is stated at $235.00 per hour plus expenses, subject to the approval of the Court
upon the filing of the appropriate Motion. Hughes specializes in representing creditors in bankruptcy cases. See
Stephen L. Hughes, LEGAL INFORMATION INSTITUTE, http://lawyers.law.cornell.edu/lawyer/stephen-lhughes-981620 (last visited April 17, 2012).
315 In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Order Authorizing Employment of Attorney
for Unsecured Creditors Committee, (Dkt. 186) (Sept. 21, 2011)
316 In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Expedited Application to Approve
Employment of Appraiser for Unsecured Creditors Committee, (Dkt. 213) (Oct. 6, 2011); In re Lambuth University,
No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Amended Application to Approve Employment of Appraiser for Unsecured
Creditors Committee Nunc pro Tunc to October 6, 2011, (Dkt. 216) (Oct. 6, 2011) (hereinafter
“Amended Application to Approve Employment of Appraiser”). The Committee requested Walter Allen, a licensed
appraiser in the State of Tennessee, at a $325.00 hourly rate for initial appraisal services and a $350.00 hourly rate
for further consulting work as needed.
317 Amended Application to Approve Employment of Appraiser, at 1.
318 In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Objection by the City of Jackson and Jackson
Energy Authority to Amended Application to Approve Employment of Appraiser for Unsecured Creditors
Committee Nunc pro Tunc to October 6, 2011, (Dkt. 251) (Oct. 18, 2011).
319 In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Order Granting Amended Application to
Approve Employment of Appraiser For Unsecured Creditors Committee Nunc Pro Tunc to October 6, 2011, (Dkt.
385) (Nov. 29, 2011).
313
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October 19, 2011. 320 All of this trouble was for appraiser fees totaling just $493.75. 321 These
fees were approved as administrative expenses 322 to be paid in full. 323
Throughout the bankruptcy proceedings, the Committee has continued to function dutifully,
adding prepetition unsecured creditors 324 when needed and objecting during the sale and lease
proceedings when it felt the unsecured creditors would be prejudiced as a whole. 325

g. Relief from Automatic Stay

The first party to request relief from the automatic stay as provided in 11 U.S.C § 362(a) 326
was Gary Grisham, Successor Trustee to the Lyndell B. Harris Testamentary Trust. 327 This
320

In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Minutes - Objection to Generic Application
filed by Creditor The Unsecured Creditors Committee to Employ Appraiser. Filed by Creditors City of Jackson,
TN, Jackson Energy Authority Hearing scheduled 10/19/2011 at 09:30 AM at Room 342, Jackson, TN. (Seiler,
Vincent) Settled. (Oct. 19, 2011).
321 In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Application for Administrative Expenses and
Motion to Approve Fees of J. Walter Allen, MAI, MRICS, Appraiser, (Dkt. 390) (Dec. 7, 2011). The appraiser
would not be needed any further because of the sale and lease being finalized with The Jackson Group and The State
of Tennessee/University of Memphis respectively.
322 The Court approved the expenses pursuant to11 U.S.C. § 503(b) reading in part that “the actual, necessary costs
and expenses of preserving the estate including . . . wages, salaries, and commissions for services rendered after the
commencement of the case” shall be allowed as administrative expenses.
323 In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Order Granting Motion to Approve Fees of
Walter J. Allen, MAI, MRICS, Appraiser and to Allow Same as an Administrative Expense, (Dkt. 456) (Feb. 6,
2012) (hereinafter “Order Granting Motion to Approve Fees of Walter J. Allen”).
324 In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Motion Filed by the Unsecured Creditors
Committee to Add Prepetition Creditor Pursuant to United States Bankruptcy Rule 1009, (Dkt. 481) (Mar. 23,
2012). The creditor is Kelly & Kelly, P.C., representing the Estate of Marjorie Ann Swift, and an unsecured claim
of $640.00.
325 In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Objection to Motion to Assume Lease or
Executory Contract filed by Debtor Lambuth University, Motion For Compromise And Settlement, Generic Motion,
Motion to Sell Property Free and Clear of Liens, (Dkt. 212) (October 6, 2011). The Committee even subpoenaed a
real estate appraiser, Jack Wade of Wade Associates, for documents relating to any appraisals done on Lambuth’s
real property assets in the previous 36 months. In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn.,
Subpoena Duces Tecum Issued To Jack Wade Filed by Stephen L. Hughes on behalf of Creditor The Unsecured
Creditors Committee, (Dkt. 222) (Oct. 10, 2011). Nothing came of this because the sale and lease were approved
at the price and terms negotiated between Lambuth and The Jackson Group and the State of Tennessee/University
of Memphis. The Unsecured Creditors Committee in this case is functioning as just a figurehead with no real
power even though the touted goal of bankruptcy is to protect the unsecured creditors as best as possible. The
Committee really had no chance because the sale and lease have been the main priority of the bankruptcy
45
proceedings from the beginning.

Trust had provided an endowment for Lambuth since 1972. 328 Per the terms of the Trust, should
Lambuth “become supported by the state or federal government,” 329 the Trust capital and interest
will be distributed to the American Cancer Society; 330 Grisham’s Motion requested relief under
11 U.S.C § 362(d) relating to this term. 331 Grisham wanted to bring the Trust property through
Madison County, Tennessee, Probate Court to determine the proper termination of the Trust.
After notice of a hearing and no subsequent objections, the Court granted Grisham’s Motion. 332
The next parties to request a relief from stay333 were Kasi Jean Bryant, William Todd
Bryant, and Kerri Cummings Bryant. 334 The Bryants are plaintiffs in a negligence case filed
against Lambuth and seek relief from the automatic stay so their case and a related declaratory
judgment action can proceed to conclusion. 335 After notice and a hearing with no objection, the
326

11 U.S.C § 362(a).
In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Motion for Relief from Automatic Stay by
Gary Grisham, Successor Trustee at 1, (Dkt. 140) (August 23, 2011).
328 Id.
329 Id. at 2.
330 Id. These two obligations are noteworthy because Lambuth later fails to comply with both of them giving the
Trustee specific reasons to warrant a motion to dismiss the case. In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb,
Bankr. W.D. Tenn., United States Trustee’s Motion to Dismiss the Case: Expedited Hearing Requested, (Dkt. 479)
(March 22, 2011) (This Motion is discussed in detail in the final section of this document: “Where Lambuth is
Now”).
331 This section of the Code provides that, after notice and a hearing, the Court shall grant relief from stay against
property in 11 U.S.C. § 362(a) so long as the debtor has no equity in the property and it is not necessary for an
effective reorganization.
332 In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Order Granting Motion for Relief from
Automatic Stay by Gary Grisham, Successor Trustee, (Dkt. 191) (Sept. 22, 2011).
333 Radian Asset Assurance, Inc. and the Bank of New York Mellon Trust Company, N.A. (one of Lambuth’s two
secured creditors) actually filed before the Bryants, however, their filing was not a Motion for Relief from Automatic
Stay but an Agreed Order for Relief Granting Relief from Automatic Stay. This Agreed Order was part of the
negotiated sale of Lambuth’s assets and is discussed in detail in a later section of this document. In re Lambuth
University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Agreed Order Granting Relief from Automatic Stay to Radian
Asset Assurance, Inc. and the Bank of New York Mellon Trust Company, (Dkt. 408) (Dec. 13, 2011).
334 In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Motion for Relief from Automatic Stay,
(Dkt. 408) (Jan. 5, 2012).
335 Id. at 2. The Bryants are seeking relief under 11 U.S.C. § 362(d)(1) but their motion states they are not seeking
property of the Lambuth’s bankruptcy estate. However, should the Bryants prevail on their claims, a judgment in
their favor is bound to negatively affect the property value of Lambuth’s bankruptcy estate.
327
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Bryants Motion for Relief was granted. 336 However, after notice of the Order granting the
Bryants relief from stay, Lambuth filed a Motion to Set Aside Order Granting Relief from
Automatic Stay. 337
Lambuth’s Motion stated that it “did not object to the relief based upon a mistake in the
relief requested.”338 Lambuth thought the Bryants were only seeking insurance funds, not
property of the bankruptcy estate.339 To support its claim that the Order granting relief will
prejudice its bankruptcy estate, Lambuth stated that it was unsure at this time whether insurance
funds will fully indemnify it and that its bankruptcy estate will bear the litigation costs, which
will become administrative expenses, which will ultimately prejudice its other creditors.340
Lambuth objected to the Order granting relief because it was not limited to insurance funds, but
Lambuth stated that it would not object to the Order should it be amended to limit the Bryants
relief to only insurance funds.341 Lambuth requested a hearing before the Court on the matter.342
The Bryants filed a Response opposing Lambuth’s request to set aside the order.343 As of
the date of this paper, the matter is unresolved, but a hearing on the matter is scheduled for May
2, 2012.344
336

In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Motion for Relief from Automatic Stay,
(Dkt. 457) (Feb. 7, 2012).
337 In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Motion to Set Aside Order Granting Motion
for Relief from Automatic Stay, (Dkt. 463) (Feb. 21, 2012).
338 Id. at 3.
339 Supra note 223 and accompanying text.
340 Supra note 226.
341 Id.
342 Id.
343 In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Response in Opposition to Motion to Set
Aside Order Granting Motion for Relief from Automatic Stay, (Dkt. 478) (Mar. 13, 2012).
344 In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Notice of Continuance Update Hearing
Deadlines, (no Dkt. No.) (Apr. 18, 2012).
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h. Administrative Expenses 345
There is also a claim for administrative expenses (re)scheduled for a hearing on May 2,
2012 346 concerning the City of Jackson’s claim for trash collection services totaling $1,110.16. 347
Some of this claim is fees and penalties 348 but Lambuth objects to the whole amount, 349 stating
that the City of Jackson:
1. did not provide services to the estate that were actual or necessary to preserve the
estate pursuant to 11 U.S.C. 503(b)(1); 350 and
2. is only entitled, at best, to one month’s services if in fact they were provided. 351
Jackson Energy Authority was more fortunate. Its motion 352 for administrative expense
priority and the full amount of post-petition utility services totaling $47,652.45 353 was granted
without opposition. 354
The Tennessee Department of Labor and Workforce also filed a Request for Payment of
Administrative Expense355 for employment taxes and unemployment fees totaling $20,272.86.356
345

Supra note 323. The Unsecured Creditors Committee’s Motion to approve its appraiser fees as
administrative expenses was granted on February 6, 2012. See Order Granting Motion to Approve Fees of Walter J.
Allen, at 1.
346 In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Notice of Continuance Update Hearing
Deadlines, (no Dkt. No.) (Apr. 18, 2012).
347 In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., City of Jackson, Tennessee, Motion for
Administrative Expense Claim, (Dkt. 430) (Dec. 27, 2011). The City of Jackson is filing under 11 U.S.C. §
503(b)(1) which provides administrative priority to claims arising from the “actual, necessary costs and expenses of
preserving the estate for commissions for services rendered after the commencement of the case.”
348 Id. at (Dkt. 430-1) Exhibit 1.
349 In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Objection to City of Jackson, Tennessee,
Motion for Administrative Expense Claim, (Dkt. 455) (Jan. 7, 2012).
350 Supra note 323 at 1.
351 Id. Lambuth is denying the City of Jackson has provided any post-petition trash collection services.
352 In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Jackson Energy Authority Motion for
Administrative Expense Claim, (Dkt. 368) (Nov. 8, 2011). Supra note 277. Jackson Energy Authority is also filing
under 11 U.S.C. § 503(b)(1) and the prior Agreed Order (Dkt. 118) granting post-petition utility services
administrative expense priority.
353 Id.
354 In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Order Granting Jackson Energy Authority
Motion for Administrative Expense Claim, (Dkt. 429) (Dec. 27, 2011). The Order states that the “expense claim
shall be paid as soon as possible from the Debtor’s bankruptcy estate.”
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However, the Department of Labor failed to file a motion requesting that their claim be approved
as an administrative expense pursuant to 11 U.S.C. § 501. 357 Although it was the first to file a
motion regarding administrative expenses, it is now the furthest behind, still having failed to file
the missing motion to date. 358

i. DIP Financing
There is one notable omission from Lambuth’s bankruptcy proceedings: debtor-inpossession 359 (DIP) financing. 360 Although Lambuth continued to operate its campus (albeit at a
much reduced activity level 361) as a DIP, its lease of its entire campus made it unnecessary to
utilize this significant bankruptcy device. According to Lambuth’s Schedules, it had only
$5,840.00 in available cash, 362 so DIP financing would seem very necessary. However, Lambuth
did not need its own cash reserves for very long because the University of Memphis began
operating the campus as a sort of “DIP financer” when it began leasing the entire campus
(discussed in detail in the next section) just a little more than a month after its Petition was
filed. 363

355

In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Request for Payment of Administrative
Expense, (Dkt. 152) (Aug. 31, 2011).
356 Id. It filed pursuant to 11 U.S.C. § 501.
357 In re Lambuth University, No. 11-11942-ghb, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Notice of Required Filing Fee and/or Deficient
Filing, (Dkt. 159) (Sept. 2, 2011).
358 Id. The Clerk has filed multiple Notices regarding the missing motion (See Dkt. 159, 422, 424).
359 See generally 11 U.S.C. § 1107. A debtor that continues to operate its business as a fiduciary to the bankruptcy
estate.
360 See generally 11 U.S.C. § 364. New debt acquired by the DIP during the bankruptcy process to facilitate the
DIP’s continued operation of its business throughout the bankruptcy process.
361 Supra notes 256-59 and accompanying text.
362 Schedules, at 1-2.
363 Order Granting Motion to Lease, at 1.
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The Lease
On July 29, 2011, only four days after Lambuth filed its application to employ Stephen
Douglass as its attorney, Lambuth filed an emergency motion requesting that the court authorize
it to lease its campus to the State, specifically the State’s Board of Regents 364 (“Motion to
Lease”) pursuant to § 363(b). 365 Lambuth needed court approval to lease its campus because this
lease was clearly outside the ordinary course of Lambuth’s business. 366 The motion was filed as
an emergency motion because it needed to be addressed on an expedited basis due to the fact that
Lambuth wanted to lease the campus to the Board of Regents as soon as possible so that the
University of Memphis, a Board of Regents member institution operating under its supervision,
could immediately take possession of the campus, pay all of the campus’s operating expenses,
for which Lambuth had no funds and no financing, and make all the preparations necessary to
hold fall semester classes on the campus as a Jackson branch of the University of Memphis. 367
Earlier on the same day the Motion to Lease was filed, the Tennessee Board of Regents
unanimously approved a “working plan” outlining how the Board of Regents would at first lease,
and then own, the Lambuth campus and operate the campus as part of the University of

The Tennessee Board of Regents was created by the Tennessee legislature in 1972 as the governing body of
the State University and Community College System of Tennessee. The Tennessee Board of Regents system
consists of 46 institutions of higher learning with a combined annual enrollment of over 200,000 students, making
it the nation's sixth largest system of public higher education. The University of Tennessee System is a separate
system with its own Board of Trustees. The Board of Regents and the UT Board of Trustees are coordinated by
the Tennessee Higher Education Commission. Who We Are, TENNESSEE BOARD OF REGENTS, http://
www.tbr.edu/about/default.aspx?id=804 (last visited April 16, 2012).
364

365

Motion to Lease, at 1.
11 U.S.C. § 363(b); Jonathan P. Friedland et al., Chapter 11-101, The Nuts and Bolts of Chapter 11 Practice:
A Primer, p. 20 (American Bankruptcy Institute 2007).

366

367

Motion to Lease, at 2, ¶ 5. The University of Memphis wanted to begin holding fall semester classes on the
Lambuth campus starting August 2011. Id.
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Memphis. 368 Under the Board of Regents’ working plan, the Board would, as quickly as
possible so as to not delay the start of classes, enter into a lease agreement with Lambuth
whereby the University of Memphis would, for nominal consideration ($1.00), lease Lambuth’s
campus and operate the campus as a Jackson satellite campus of the University of Memphis until
Lambuth could sell its assets to a local purchasing group. 369 Because State officials had decided
that State money could not be used to purchase the private university or pay off its debts, the
State could not purchase Lambuth directly. As has already been mentioned, for the State to take
over the campus, a deal would have to be arranged in which a third party purchasing group
would purchase the campus (so that Lambuth could pay off its debts with the proceeds) and then
give the campus to the Board of Regents, which would continue to operate the campus through
the University of Memphis as a satellite campus. 370 The working plan also called for the
University of Memphis to accept $5,000,000 from the State legislature to fund the operation of
the campus during the 2011-2012 academic year. 371 This funding was granted by state law in
Public Chapter No. 47, but the funding was contingent on certain requirements being met, most
notably that all outstanding debt of Lambuth had to be resolved or paid off from non-state
sources before the University of Memphis could receive the funding. 372 This requirement only
increased the need for a quick sale of Lambuth’s assets to a purchaser so that Lambuth’s debts

368

Tennessee Board of Regents Minutes, July 29, 2012, at 3-4 (hereinafter “Tennessee Board of Regents Minutes”).
The working plan was greatly influenced by the Tennessee Higher Education Commission’s Lambuth Campus
Feasibility Study which endorsed the acquisition of Lambuth’s assets by the State. Feasibility Study Part I, at 4.
369 Tennessee Board of Regents Minutes, July 29, 2011, at 3; Lambuth Votes, supra note 3.
370 See Lambuth Votes, ,supra note 3; See Feasibility Study Part II, at 20, 25.
371 Tennessee Board of Regents Minutes, July 29, 2011, at 3.
372 See Feasibility Study Part II, at 20, 25. The other requirements that had to be met before the University of
Memphis could receive the $5,000,000 appropriation were that an operating budget had to be established by the
University of Memphis for the Jackson satellite campus, the funds could not be put towards capital expenses, and the
facilities received must be in good serviceable order and free and clear of all liens. Id.
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could be paid off, allowing the University of Memphis to receive funding for the operation of the
campus.
Under the working plan, the University of Memphis would operate the campus as a fullservice campus and provide student housing, food service, and classes to at least 250 students. 373
The Board of Regents’ approval of the working plan on July 29, 2011 374 and the Tennessee
Higher Education Commission’s recommendation that the State acquire the Lambuth Campus in
its Lambuth Campus Feasibility Study on July 28, 2011 375 served as a “green light” for Lambuth
to sell its assets to the local purchasing group, subject to the approval of the bankruptcy court.
Expecting a sale of its assets to be eventually approved by the bankruptcy court, the Lambuth
Board of Directors had already voted on June 30, 2011 to accept a tentative proposal from a local
purchasing group to purchase the campus for $7.9 million.376 However, to consummate the
proposed deal between Lambuth, the local purchasing group, and the State, Lambuth needed to
follow the working plan precisely and immediately lease its campus to the State so that the
University of Memphis could begin shouldering the campus’s operating and maintenance
expenses.
With these considerations in mind, Lambuth explained to the court that the proposed lease of
its campus to the State for its immediate use should be approved because the lease was the
critical first step of a larger plan to sell substantially all of its assets to a local ownership group
which would then transfer them to the State once Lambuth’s debts were paid. 377 In order to
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Tennessee Board of Regents Minutes, July 29, 2011, at 3.
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376 See Lambuth Votes, supra note 3.
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persuade the court to approve a proposed lease outside the ordinary course of business under
§363(b), courts require that the debtor demonstrate that there is a “sound business reason” or
“business justification” for approving the lease. 378 Lambuth highlighted the lease’s importance
to a larger plan that would ultimately maximize value for the estate as the business justification
for why the court should approve of the lease. 379
Lambuth also offered two other business justifications for the proposed Lease not based on
the lease’s importance to the eventual sale. First, Lambuth argued that the proposed lease should
be approved because it was essential to preserving the value of Lambuth’s assets, especially its
most important asset—its campus real estate—for its creditors. 380 Lambuth asserted that its 50
acre campus and 28 buildings 381 would begin to degrade and lose value if they were to sit empty
for a substantial period of time. 382 Lambuth stated that since it had ceased all operations as of
the filing date 383 and had no ability to conduct any operations on campus or pay operating
expenses due to its financial position, 384 diminution of the campus was inevitable without an
immediate lease or sale to an entity like the State that could pay to operate and maintain the
campus. 385 Accordingly, Lambuth claimed that the proposed lease “[was] crucial to the
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Hon. J. Vincent Aug et al., The Plan of Reorganization: A Thing of the Past?, 13 J. BANKR. L. & PRAC. 4, Art.
1 (2004). The business justification test was established in In re Lionel Corp., 722 F.2d 1063. (2d Cir. 1983) and
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preservation and maximization of [its] assets.” 386 This argument takes advantage of the tendency
of bankruptcy judges to approve § 363 sales and leases where they believe “time is of the
essence” because a business’s assets are quickly declining in value and where the sale or lease
will help preserve the value of the business simply by allowing the business to continue to
operate. 387
Second, Lambuth asserted that the societal benefits and job retention effects of having the
campus in use justified the proposed lease. This argument has been successful in persuading
judges to approve § 363 sales and leases in other cases. 388 If unused during the bankruptcy
period, Lambuth suggested that its impressive campus would be a wasted resource in an area in
need of an accredited four-year university. 389 Lambuth emphasized how leasing the campus
immediately so that classes could resume would have a positive effect on the whole community:
“The Lease will allow the necessary time to complete the sale of the assets and provide the
community the stability and benefits of a higher institution of learning.” 390 Lambuth also
emphasized that keeping the campus operating via the proposed lease would allow the former
Lambuth University employees, educators, and maintenance personnel to keep their jobs as they
would likely be retained in their present capacities by the University of Memphis, not an
insignificant point in light of Madison County’s high unemployment rate. 391

a. Lease Terms
386

Motion to Lease, at 3, ¶ 10.
Rose, supra note 378, at 270-71; Hon William T. Bodoh et al., The Parameters of the Non-Plan Liquidating
Chapter Eleven: Refining the Lionel Standard, 9 BANKR. DEV. J. 1, 8-12 (1992).
387
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Rose, supra note 378, at 271; Bodoh et al., supra note 387, at 10-11.
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390 Motion to Lease, at 2, ¶ 5.
391 Motion to Lease, at 3, ¶ 12; Feasibility Study Part 1, at 10.
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The proposed lease document was very short at just over one and one-half pages in length,
unlike a standard commercial lease of even one building, which can easily be between 30 and
100 pages long, with exhibits. 392 The lease was for a term of one year, but the term could be
terminated at any time by the State upon 30 days notice. 393 Interestingly, the term could be
extended for 30 day increments indefinitely because the lease did not prohibit the University of
Memphis from holding over at the end of the term. 394 Also noteworthy was the amount of rent
Lambuth charged: the lease gave the State the right of possession to all of Lambuth’s titled real
estate in return for consideration of one dollar and payment for all operating expenses, including
utilities, required by the premises during the term of the lease. 395 In addition, the lease provided
that the State was responsible for all repair and maintenance of the premises during the lease
term, 396 but Lambuth retained responsibility for all property taxes during the lease term. 397

b. Objection by Radian
Radian Asset Assurance, Inc. (“Radian”) filed an objection to Lambuth’s Motion to Lease
one day before Lambuth and the local Purchaser executed the Purchase and Sale Agreement (the
“Agreement”). 398 As a contingent creditor, Radian had an interest in the bankruptcy proceeding
because Radian insured payment to bondholders of principal and interest on the 1995 Series A
and Series B Bonds issued by the City of Jackson (the “Issuer”) for the benefit of Lambuth
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University. 399 The tax-exempt bonds were issued pursuant to an Indenture of Trust (the
“Indenture”) between the Issuer and the predecessor in trust to BNY Mellon as trustee. 400 The
Issuer lent the proceeds from the sale of the tax-exempt Bonds to Lambuth pursuant to a Loan
and Security Agreement (the “Loan Agreement”), signed September 1, 1995, between Lambuth
and the Issuer, and the Issuer assigned its rights in the Loan Agreement to BNY Mellon as
security for the repayment of the Bonds. 401 In addition to the loss of its accreditation 402 and its
inability to continue funding its operating expenses due to dwindling cash reserves, 403 Lambuth’s
inability to service its bond debt was the impetus behind its bankruptcy filing.

c. Background on the Bonds
Under the Loan Agreement, Lambuth was required to make payments to BNY Mellon in
amounts sufficient to pay the principal of and interest on the Bonds (such payments, together
with other required payments under the Loan Agreement, the “Loan Payments”). 404 Lambuth’s
obligation to make the Loan Payments due on the Bonds was secured by a senior lien on five of
Lambuth’s campus buildings, certain personal property, and a negative pledge on all of
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Joinder of Trustee to Radian’s Response to Motion to Sell, at 1-2, ¶1; see also supra note 74 and accompanying
text.
400 In re Lambuth University, case no. 11-11942, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Radian Asset Assurance Inc.’s Response to
Debtor’s Expedited Motion For Order (A) Authorizing Sale Of Substantially All Estate Assets Free And Clear Of
Liens, Claims, Rights, Encumbrances and Interests; (B) Authorizing Assumption And Assignment Of Executory
Contracts; (C) Approval of Compromise and Settlement; and (D) Other Related Relief, (Dkt. 221), p.3, ¶11, (Oct.
11, 2011) (hereinafter “Radian’s Response to Motion to Sell”).
401 Radian’s Response to Motion to Sell, at 2, ¶ 5.
402 Tennessee Board of Regents Minutes, July 29, 2011, at 2.
403 In re Lambuth University, case no. 11-11942, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Debtor’s Report Of Operations For Filing
Period July 2011, (Dkt. 173), p.3, (Sept. 13, 2011). One of the reasons why Radian filed its Chapter 11 petition at
the end of June 2009 was to stay Jackson Energy Authority from terminating Debtor’s utilities due to lack of
payment. See Radian’s Objection to Motion to Lease, at.8, ¶ 30.
404 Radian’s Response to Motion to Sell, at 2, ¶ 6.
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Lambuth’s assets as provided in a Deed of Trust signed on September 1, 1995. 405 At the time
Lambuth filed its Chapter 11 petition, the unpaid principal on the Bonds was approximately
$4,960,000.00. 406 Furthermore, Lambuth had not made any payments of principal or interest due
on the bonds since March 2009. 407 Overall, Lambuth owed approximately $5.4 million in
principal, interest, attorneys’ fees, Trustee’s fees, and other expenses due under the Indenture,
the Loan Agreement, and the Deed of Trust (collectively, the “Bond Documents”) and was
clearly in default under the Bond Documents. 408

d. Reasons for the Objection
Under the Bond Documents, Radian was “authorized to control all rights and remedies
thereunder and to direct the Bond Trustee to take such actions as are necessary and appropriate in
addressing repayment, collateral, [and] default issues.” 409 Exercising this power, Radian
objected to Lambuth’s proposed lease in order to protect itself, BNY Mellon, and the
bondholders (collectively, the “Bond Estate”). Under the Bond Documents, in the event that
Lambuth did not meet its payment obligations on the Bonds, then Radian, as the insurer, would
be obligated to make payments of principal or interest on the Bonds to compensate for
Lambuth’s failure, and Radian’s right to receive compensatory payments from Lambuth would
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be subrogated to the rights of the bondholders. 410 This was troubling to Radian because at the
time of Lambuth’s Motion to Lease, Lambuth had failed to make any of the monthly payments
due on the Bonds in over two years and owed principal payments on the Bonds totaling
$4,960,000 as a result of this failure. 411 Also contributing to Radian’s concern was Lambuth’s
request that the court authorize it to lease its 50 acre campus and buildings, which were not only
the collateral securing Lambuth’s obligation to make payments under the Bonds 412 but also
Lambuth’s most valuable assets, for nominal consideration. In light of these considerations, it
was not surprising that Radian objected to Lambuth’s proposed lease and requested a hearing to
protect itself. 413
Radian objected to the proposed lease on several grounds. First, Radian claimed that
Lambuth had failed to meet the business justification standard for approving §363 asset leases
because it could not demonstrate a sound business reason justifying the lease or that entering into
the lease was in the best interests of the estate and its creditors. 414 In support of its assertion,
Radian first argued that entering into the proposed lease could not be a valid exercise of business
judgment because leasing the campus presented an opportunity for income for the debtor, yet
Lambuth was only charging the State rent of one dollar per year. 415 Radian asserted that the rent
provision did not serve to preserve the going concern value of Lambuth or to further any of the
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Radian’s Objection to Motion to Lease, at 1, ¶ 3.
Radian’s Objection to Motion to Lease, at 2, ¶ 9-10.
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other often-cited business justifications for a lease, such as saving money for the estate or
preventing further decline of the value of the debtor’s assets. 416
Second, Radian pointed out the fact that the University of Memphis would only receive the
$5,000,000 appropriation from the Tennessee legislature to support its operations on the
Lambuth campus once “all outstanding debt of Lambuth University has been paid off from nonstate sources.” 417 To Radian, repayment of the bond debt did not seem likely to imminently
occur because Lambuth’s only proposal for repaying its Bond debt and its other creditors was
through a sale of substantially all of its assets, yet Lambuth had not, to date, received a firm offer
for its assets and had been unable to resolve various points of contention between itself and the
leading potential purchaser. 418 Because Lambuth currently had no way to pay off its outstanding
debt other than by a sale of its assets 419 that did not seem imminent, if the proposed lease was
authorized, the University of Memphis would legally possess the campus, yet not be eligible to
receive the funding necessary to care for or operate the property. 420 This situation could cause
the campus to become neglected and preclude other more productive uses of the property.
Furthermore, although no other potential bidders expressed interest in purchasing the campus,
the lease to the State acted as a lock-up agreement deterring potential purchasers since the State
would possess the campus for at least one year in return for nominal consideration. Recognizing
that the proposed lease could potentially cause these problems, Radian argued that it was not
appropriate for the court to authorize the proposed lease under the current circumstances.
416

See Bodoh et al., supra note 387, at 7-14 (listing various categories of business justification accepted by
bankruptcy courts).
417 Radian’s Objection to Motion to Lease, at 4-5, ¶ 18; Feasibility Study Part II, p.20.
418 Radian’s Objection to Motion to Lease, at 3-4, ¶¶14-15.
419 In its Motion to Sell, Lambuth stated that it “ha[d] no other means to satisfy” its debt due under the Bonds except
by a “sale of all or substantially all of its assets.” Motion to Sell, p.4, ¶ 12.
420 Radian’s Objection to Motion to Lease, at 4-5, ¶18.
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Radian also objected to the proposed lease on the grounds that the collateral for the Bonds,
the five campus buildings, would not be adequately protected due to several provisions in the
proposed lease. Under § 363(e), a party having an interest in property that the debtor proposes to
lease is entitled to adequate protection of its interest. 421 This provision is meant to insure that a
secured creditor like Radian “receive[s] in value essentially what he bargained for.” 422 When
necessary, a court can condition the debtor’s authorization to use the collateral on the provision
of adequate protection for the secured creditor. 423 Radian explained that it had an interest in the
property to be leased because the property served as collateral for the Bonds it insured and that,
as a result, it was entitled to seek adequate protection of its collateral. 424
The first and most significant aspect of the lease that caused Radian to seek adequate
protection was the lack of an insurance provision in the lease. 425 In light of Lambuth’s limited
funds, the lack of a provision requiring the lessee to insure the property effectively meant that the
property would not be insured. Radian also objected to the fact that the State could terminate the
lease or surrender the campus without liability in the case of damage or total destruction of the
campus by fire or other casualty. 426 Radian surely recognized that failing to have its collateral
adequately insured could expose the Bond Estate to great loss. Radian also objected to the
clause in the proposed lease allowing the State to hold over after the one-year term lapsed. 427
Radian asserted that this could allow the University of Memphis to use the campus free of charge
421

11 U.S.C. § 363(e).
See La Jolla Mortgage Fund v. Rancho El Cajon Associates, 18 B.R. 283, 286 (Bankr. S.D. Cal.1982).
423 Friedland et al., supra note 366, at 33. The adequate protection entitlement “is constitutionally mandated to
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indefinitely if a purchase agreement between Lambuth and the local buyers ultimately could not
be consummated. 428
Radian also expressed concern about the contract provision giving the State the right to
sublet the campus. 429 If the State were to sublet the campus to a third party, Radian argued that
its collateral could be occupied and mistreated by third parties “further removed from oversight
by this Court.” 430 In addition, Radian objected that the lease did not require the State to restore
the campus at the end of the lease to the condition the campus was in when the lease began. 431
Radian asserted that the absence of such a provision subjected its collateral to the risk of
uncompensated alterations. 432 Furthermore, Radian expressed concern that the wording of the
proposed lease might allow the State to pay only the operating and maintenance expenses of the
campus buildings it chose to operate rather than the operating and maintenance expenses for the
entire campus. 433 Finally, Radian also expressed its unease that the lease contained no provision
relating to security for the extensive 51 acre campus. 434

e. Bank of New York Mellon’s Joinder to the Objection
BNY Mellon joined Radian’s objection the day it was filed and also asked the court to deny
Lambuth’s Motion to Lease. 435 As explained above, BNY Mellon was an interested party
428
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because it was the trustee for the Bonds and because Lambuth was required to make principal
and interest payments on the Bonds to it under the Loan Agreement. 436 BNY Mellon echoed
Radian’s concerns by asserting that no sound business purpose justified the sale and that its
security interest in the campus buildings was not adequately protected under the proposed
lease 437

f. Revised Lease Agreement
Two days after Radian and BNY Mellon filed their objections, Lambuth and the State
modified the terms of their proposed lease in response to the objections. 438 The revised proposed
lease stated that the State could sublet the premises only with the approval of the bankruptcy
court. 439 Like the old lease, the revised lease required the State to return the premises “in as
good order and condition as when received,” but the revised lease removed the adjoining phrase
“damage by earthquake, fire, public calamity, the elements, acts of God, or circumstances over
which the State has no control or for which Lessor is responsible pursuant to this lease,
excepted,” thus shifting liability for repairing any damages to the premises caused by weather or
natural disaster to the State. This is not an insignificant detail in West Tennessee, which is often
subject to tornados and other violent weather. 440 Notably, the original hold over provision was
also removed from the revised lease. 441 A use provision was added to the lease restricting the
State’s use of the premises to “a University of Memphis campus” and requiring the State to
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“offer classes during the lease term.” 442 This added provision should have allayed fears the
Bond Estate may have had about the State squatting on the campus without using it in the event a
sale agreement could not be reached. Finally, a provision was added stating that the State would
insure the campus during the lease period through the State’s Risk Management Program. 443
These changes to the proposed lease should have mooted Radian and BNY Mellon’s concerns
about the lack of an insurance provision and the lack of requirement that the State hold classes
on the campus as well as their concerns about the State’s ability to hold over indefinitely, to
sublet the campus, and to avoid repairing damage to the campus caused by a fire or a natural
disaster. However, their concerns regarding the nominal consideration charged in rent, the
University of Memphis’s eligibility to receive funding, the State’s ability to make alterations to
the campus, the State’s ability to avoid paying operating and maintenance expenses on the
campus buildings it chooses not to operate, and the lack of security procedures for the campus
remained unremedied after the lease revisions.

g. Motion to Lease is Granted
After granting Lambuth’s motion to reduce the 20 day period for the notice of and hearing
on its emergency Motion to Lease for good cause pursuant to Fed. R. Bankr. P. 2002(a)(2) and
9006 and holding a hearing on the notion, the court granted the Motion to Lease.444 As
requested by Lambuth, the court also waived the 14 day stay on the effectiveness of its order
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(Dkt. 97) (Aug. 1, 2011); Order Granting Motion to Lease, at 1.
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pursuant to Fed. R. Bankr. P. 60004(h) so that the lease could close immediately. 445 In its two
page order, the court found that the proposed lease was in the best interest of Lambuth, its
creditors, interested parties, and the estate and that Lambuth demonstrated sufficient business
reasons and judgment in entering into the Lease.446 Interestingly, although the court waived the
14 day stay of effectiveness, the court did not make an explicit finding of good faith in
connection with the lease such that an appeal of the lease order after the consummation of the
lease would have been moot under § 363(m),447 most likely because Lambuth never requested a
“good faith” finding in its Motion to Lease. Failing to request a “good faith” finding is odd and
out of keeping with standard practice nationwide.
However, as allowed by § 363(e), the court imposed three conditions on the proposed lease
to insure that the Bond Estate’s interest in the campus was adequately protected.448 The court’s
approval of the Lease was subject to the following three conditions, two of which were already
contained in the revised proposed lease: (1.) The campus had to be insured by the State’s risk
management program upon the execution of the Lease; (2.) BNY Mellon, as trustee, and
Lambuth had to be loss payees on any such type of insurance or risk coverage; and (3.) The
property could not be sublet by the State without the court’s approval.449

The § 363 Sale
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Order Granting Motion to Lease, at 1, ¶ 5.
447 Pursuant to § 363(m), an appeal of a lease order will likely be rendered moot if the lease has been
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In light of the events and negotiations that occurred before Lambuth filed its Chapter 11
petition, 450 Lambuth entered bankruptcy with a plan to quickly sell its campus free and clear of
all liens and encumbrances to a pre-arranged local white knight purchasing group who would
then benevolently give the campus to the State so that the 168-year-old institution could continue
having a valuable educational and economic impact on the Jackson area, albeit under a different
name. With a sale of all of its assets free and clear of all liens as its goal, it is natural that
Lambuth would choose to sell itself in bankruptcy through a pre-confirmation § 363(b) sale, a
technique that has become very popular. 451 In fact, a Chapter 11 debtor like Lambuth whose
goal is to sell its assets free and clear “will generally proceed straight to a preplan sale before (if
ever) engaging in the costly and time consuming process of proposing, confirming, and
consummating a plan of reorganization.” 452 The preplan § 363 sale is attractive to both debtor’s
and purchasers because it is a “speedy, effective way to sell [assets] free and clear of liabilities,
known or unknown, that would otherwise follow the assets . . . into the hands of the
purchaser.” 453 It is an “efficient alternative to the costly and lengthy plan confirmation
process,”454 and unlike the a plan confirmation process, “the non plan § 363 sale procedures
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require little in the way of notice, disclosure, or an opportunity for objectors or alternate bidders
to actually be heard.” 455
Utilizing a preplan §363 sale in Chapter 11 was the most efficient way Lambuth could have
sold itself free and clear of all liens and encumbrances, a prerequisite for completing its prenegotiated deal with the State. 456 Like any buyer in a § 363 sale, the State found the § 363 sale
to be very attractive because it would allow the State to achieve its primary objective of
obtaining good title to the campus free and clear of any liens, claims, or interests. 457 Such a sale
was also attractive because it would allow cash-strapped Lambuth to avoid having to go through
the time and expense of convincing creditors to approve a plan. 458 Because Lambuth had lost its
accreditation and had virtually no hope of pulling itself out of debt due to its severe financial
problems, 459 the speed of a § 363 sale 460 allowed Lambuth to maximize the value of its campus
and allowed the State to quickly take over the campus and continue Lambuth’s tradition of
offering accredited higher education in an area of the state clearly in need of it. 461 In that sense,
the § 363 sale of Lambuth was similar to a sale of a business to a competitor who then reopens
the business under his own name.
455

Kuney, Selling a Business, supra note 447, at 58.
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a. Motion to Sell
On August 4, 2011, almost seven weeks before Lambuth’s Motion to Sell was filed,
Lambuth entered into a Purchase and Sale Agreement (the “Sale Agreement”) with the City of
Jackson, Madison County, and the Industrial Development Board of the City of Jackson
(collectively the “Purchaser”) in which the Purchaser agreed to purchase substantially all of the
Lambuth’s assets and then convey those assets to the State. 462 The Sale Agreement stated that
the sale of Lambuth’s assets was contingent on the bankruptcy court’s approval. 463 On
September 20, 2011, Lambuth filed a motion requesting that the court, after a notice and hearing,
approve of the debtor’s “sale of substantially all estate assets free and clear of all liens, claims,
rights, encumbrances, and interests” 464 pursuant to § 363(b)(1) and Fed. R. Bank. P. 6004 of the
Federal Rules of Bankruptcy, which permit sales of the debtor’s property outside of the ordinary
course of business by private sale. 465

b. Sale Terms
Under the terms of the eleven page Sale Agreement, the Purchaser agreed to pay as
consideration for Lambuth’s assets $7,900,000—$7,400,000 million for Lambuth’s Real Estate

In re Lambuth University, case no. 11-11942, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Purchase and Sale Agreement. (Dkt. 182-1), p.
9-10, (Sept. 20, 2011) (hereinafter “Purchase and Sale Agreement”); see also Dries, supra note 456 (describing the
general terms of the sale and how much money each member of the local purchasing group would contribute).
462
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Purchase and Sale Agreement, at 3, § 3.7.
Motion to Sell, at 1.
465 11 U.S.C. 363(b)(1) provides, in relevant part: “The trustee, after notice and a hearing, may use, sell, or
lease, other than in the ordinary course of business, property of the estate . . . .”; Fed. R. Bank. P. 6004(f)(1)
reads: “All sales not in the ordinary course of business may be by private sale or by public auction.”
464
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and $500,000 for the personalty located on the Real Estate. 466 The Agreement provided that in
exchange for the purchase price, Lambuth would deliver to the Purchaser a general warranty
deed, a bill of sale transferring all personalty, and all other documents, writings, and instruments
requested by the Purchaser. 467 Certain assets, among others, were excluded from the purchase:
Lambuth’s bank deposits, donations or gifts receivable or in process, stocks, bonds, notes, any
marketable securities, investment accounts, trust accounts, and business records. 468 The
Agreement provided that the closing of the sale would occur no later than 20 days following the
date on which the last of the following events occurred: (1.) the entering of an order by the court
approving the proposed sale terms; (2.) approval of the Sale Agreement by the governing bodies
of the City of Jackson, Madison County, and the Industrial Development Board of Jackson, the
three groups comprising the Purchaser; (3.) approval of the seller’s title insurance, inspection of
the property, and submission of notification by the State that it is ready to “take title of all
[Lambuth’s] [p]roperty for use as a University of Memphis educational facility”; and (4.)
approval by the Tennessee Attorney General of the transfer of Lambuth’s assets pursuant to the
terms of the Sale Agreement. 469 If any of these events did not occur by January 31, 2012,
Lambuth and the Purchaser would have had no further obligations to each other. 470
Interestingly, there was no “break-up” fee or expense reimbursement provision to
compensate the Purchaser for any out-of pocket expenses incurred in connection with the
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proposed sale in the event that another party ultimately purchased the assets. 471 The absence of
such a provision was likely due to the fact that no other purchaser was interested in putting up
millions of dollars to buy and then give away Lambuth’s assets as well as the parties’ desire to
keep the transaction simple and efficient. The Agreement contained neither a “window shop”
clause allowing Lambuth to receive unsolicited bids nor a “no shop clause” prohibiting Lambuth
from soliciting other bids or negotiating with other bidders. 472 Understandably, the agreement
imposed virtually all the closing costs on the Purchaser. 473 All property taxes, utility charges,
and lease rents (if any) were to be prorated as of the closing date of the sale. 474 In addition, the
Agreement stated that all leases and contracts pertaining to the campus would be assigned to the
Purchaser at the closing of the sale. 475 Notably, the Agreement did not impose on the Purchaser
any requirement that it offer employment to current Lambuth employees, even though Lambuth
had implied that the State would make such an offer in its Motion to Lease. 476 The agreement
also did not provide the Purchaser with a release preventing it from inheriting liability from
Lambuth, although generally, a purchaser of substantially all of the seller’s assets for fair
consideration does not assume the seller’s liabilities, absent an agreement to do so. 477

c. Lambuth’s Business Justification for the § 363 Sale
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In its Motion to Sell, Lambuth requested that the court authorize it to “consummate and
carry out” the sale of its campus according to the terms contained in the Sale Agreement. 478 As
with its proposed lease, Lambuth’s proposed sale was outside the ordinary course of business
and thus needed the authorization of the court. 479 Lambuth asked that the court “approv[e] the
sale of [its A]ssets free and clear of all liens, claims, and encumbrances.” 480 To provide the
Purchaser with the good faith purchaser protections of § 363(m) such that any potential appeals
of the sale would be moot 481 and to reduce the risk associated with successor liability in a sale, 482
Lambuth also requested that the court make a finding in its order that the “Purchaser is a good
faith purchaser of [Lambuth’s] assets,” that the “terms of the sale are fair and reasonable[] and
the Purchaser is paying reasonably equivalent value for the [a]ssets,” and that the “settlement
with Radian [is] fair and equitable and in the manifest best interest of the estate.” 483
In justifying its proposed private sale, Lambuth turned to the predictable refrain of the sound
business purpose test, “the dominant standard for assessing asset sales outside the ordinary
course of business pursuant to § 363(b).” 484 As with leases, under § 363(b), a bankruptcy court
can authorize a sale of substantially all of a debtor's assets when a sound business purpose
justifies such an action. 485 When finding that an articulated business reason justifies a sale,
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Motion to Sell, at 13, ¶ 1.
11 U.S.C. § §362(a); Friedland et al., supra note 366, at 20.
480 Motion to Sell, at 14, ¶ 4.
481 Aug et al., supra note 378; Friedland at al, supra note 366, at 222, 223.
482 Robert G. Sable et al., When the 363 Sale Is the Best Route, 15 J. BANKR. L. & PRAC. 121, 137 (2006).
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Motion to Sell, at 14, ¶ 5-7.
Rose, supra note 378, at 268. 11 U.S.C. 363(b) does not state what standard a court should apply when deciding
whether the court should approve a particular proposed sale.
485 As explained at supra note 15, this rule was established by In re Lionel Corp., 722 F.2d 1063, 1071 (2d Cir.
1983) and Stephens Indus., Inc. v. McClung, 789 F.2d 386, 390 (6th Cir. 1986).
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bankruptcy courts are given “wide latitude in approving even a private sale of all or substantially
all of the estate assets not in the ordinary course of business under § 363(b).” 486
Lambuth made many general statements about itself, but offered few details, in support of
its assertion that a sound business purposed existed for the sale:
[A] prompt asset sale is necessary based upon consideration of many factors, including its
rapidly accumulating losses, very modest and dwindling cash reserves, defaults under its
secured debt, accumulation of unpaid trade debt, its cessation of academic affairs due to
the loss of accreditation, and its inability to obtain new equity or debt financing. 487
By pointing out its low cash reserves, its loss of accreditation, and the severe financial problems
it had been having for decades, Lambuth characterized itself as a hopeless wasting asset that
would continue to lose value, resulting in material adverse harm to creditors, if left unused. In
light of these facts and the reality that it would not be able to retire the secured debt owed on its
Bonds by any means other than an asset sale, 488 Lambuth argued that, in its business judgment, a
prompt asset sale to a financially capable buyer “represent[ed] the best manner in which to
preserve the going concern and maximize value to creditors.” 489 Furthermore, Lambuth asserted
that the costs of additional litigation, estate administration, and the normal plan process would
only drain more funds from the estate. 490 Lambuth was wise to make the argument that an
immediate sale would avoid administrative costs and prevent further decline in value of a
wasting asset (the “time is of the essence” justification) because courts often find these reasons
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In re Ancor Exploration Company, 30 B.R. 802, 808 (Bankr. N.D. Okla.1983)
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to be sufficient business justifications. 491 Lambuth also asserted that its proposed sale was
justified by a sound business purpose because creditors would benefit more from a sale of
Lambuth’s campus as a going concern rather than from a piecemeal sale of its assets. 492 This
argument has also been used effectively in bankruptcy courts as sales that preserve and capture
the going concern value of the business for the benefit of the estate are generally found to be
sound business justifications. 493 The business justifications for the sale offered by Lambuth are
indeed sound business reasons for a sale:
By selling the assets of a business as a unit, rather than in a piecemeal liquidation, going
concern value can be captured for the benefit of the estate. Further, by reducing the
assets of the estate to cash . . . or some other similar form of fungible valuable
consideration, the tasks and costs of postsale management and administration of a debtor
and its estate can be dramatically reduced. 494
Finally, Lambuth also asserted the social benefits justification that judges are often resonates
with judges 495 when it declared that the local educational and economic advantages of having the
Lambuth campus operating as an accredited, four-year state university rather than wasting away
as unoccupied buildings served as a sound business reason for the sale. 496
In addition to the sound business reasons for the sale, Lambuth also offered two other
justifications for the sale: the sale was the result of good faith negotiations, and the purchase
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price was fair and reasonable. 497 These two factors are considered by courts when deciding
whether to approve of a sale of substantially all the assets, and their presence supports a finding
that the sale should be allowed. 498 Lambuth asserted that the offer from the Purchaser was the
result of extensive, arms-length negotiations made in good faith over the course of many
weeks. 499 Moreover, Lambuth claimed that was the contemplated offer was “highest and best
offer” for the assets to date 500 and that the consideration it was receiving was “fair and
reasonable.” 501 Because Lambuth was asking the court to find that its private sale, rather than
public auction, 502 contained a fair price and was the product of good-faith negotiations, Lambuth
emphasized its allegedly extensive marketing efforts in order to assure the court that it had been
aggressively seeking to sell itself to the highest bidder. Lambuth informed the court it had
“market[ed] the sale of substantially all of its assets” for “several months” and had
communicated with “at least 5” potential purchasers interested in purchasing the university as a
going concern; however, Lambuth did not disclose the identity of the five potential
purchasers. 503 Although it is difficult to know the extent to which Lambuth marketed itself, the
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Tennessee Board of Regents indicated its belief as early as July 2011 that the Purchaser would
ultimately be the party to purchase Lambuth out of bankruptcy. 504
Finally, to address any concern the court might have had regarding adequate protection of
the Bond Estate’s interest, Lambuth stated that the Bond Estate was receiving adequate
protection of its interest because the terms of the settlement agreement between Lambuth and
Radian (the “Settlement Agreement”) provided that “a lien in favor of the Bond Trustee shall
attach to the proceeds of the sale and shall be paid at closing.” 505 As mentioned above, under §
363(e), if a party having an interest in the property to be sold so requests, the court can impose
certain conditions on the proposed sale to protect that party’s interest. 506 In this case, as part of
their agreement, Lambuth and the party with an interest, Radian, proactively imposed a condition
on the proposed free and clear sale to ensure that it would not compromise the security position
of the Bond Estate. Lambuth and Radian agreed that a lien would attach to the proceeds of the
sale and would be paid to BNY Mellon, for the benefit of the Bond Estate, at the closing of the
sale from the funds received from the Purchaser. 507 This arrangement obligated Lambuth to pay
off the agreed-upon debt owed on the Bonds using the proceeds from the sale of its assets, and it
utilized a lien in favor of BNY Mellon on the sale proceeds to ensure that Radian had adequate
protection and assurance that it would be paid. This technique of having a creditor’s interests
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attach to the proceeds of the § 363 sale is the most commonly used method of giving adequate
protection in connection with a sale free and clear. 508

d. Assumption and Assignment
In its Motion to Sell, Lambuth also sought approval to “assume and assign” Lambuth’s
unexpired leases and executory contracts pertaining to the campus to the Purchaser as provided
in the Sale Agreement. 509 Lambuth needed to assume and assign these contracts to the
Purchaser, who would then assign them to the State, in order for the State to properly take
control of the campus. Under § 365(a), a debtor can easily assign favorable unexpired leases and
executory contracts to the buyer of its assets. 510 As when deciding whether to authorize a sale of
assets under §363, bankruptcy courts use the deferential business judgment standard when
determining whether to approve a debtor’s request to assume and assign executory contracts and
unexpired leases. 511 As a condition precedent to assuming an executory contract so that it can be
assigned, bankruptcy courts require that all defaults first be cured pursuant to § 365(b). 512
Lambuth stated that it was not in default under any contract it was seeking to assign, and thus
cure procedures were not necessary. 513
Without explaining how it would benefit the bankruptcy estate, Lambuth asserted that, in its
sound business judgment, the assumption and assignment of its unexpired leases and executory
contracts was “in the best interests of [itself] and bankruptcy estate” and would “provide benefit
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to the Debtor’s bankruptcy estate.” 514 Lambuth also asserted that “a sound business reason
exists for assumption and assignment of certain unexpired leases and executory contracts to
Purchaser in connection with the [s]ale” without providing any evidence of this claim. 515 In a
similarly unsubstantiated and conclusory assertion, Lambuth stated that the assumption and
assignment of the unexpired leases and executory contracts were within its “sound business
judgment.” 516 Because a court must approve a debtor’s decision to assume or reject any
executory contract or unexpired lease pursuant to section 365(a) if such a decision is a valid
exercise of the debtor’s business judgment, Lambuth argued that the court was required to
approve Lambuth’s decision. 517 Lambuth also requested that the court declare that the unexpired
leases and executory contracts were “valid and binding and in full force and effect” and that
Lambuth was “relieved from any further liability under the contract pursuant to Section
363(k). 518

e. Waiver of the Temporary Stay
Finally, Lambuth asked the court to waive the 14 day temporary stay imposed by Fed. R.
Bankr. P. 6004(h) and 6006(d) on orders authorizing the sale of a debtor’s assets and assumption
and assignment of an executory contracts. 519 Lambuth claimed that the court should waive the
temporary stay because it was in the best interests of Lambuth’s creditors and the estate that “the
514
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sale be consummated as quickly as possible without any stay pending appeal in light of Debtor’s
financial condition and substantial reduction in ongoing operational costs after the sale
closes.” 520 The temporary stay “permits parties a small window of time to challenge a sale
through a motion for rehearing or reconsideration, appeal, or otherwise before a sale becomes
final.” 521 This is significant because once a sale becomes final and a court finds the purchaser to
be a good faith purchaser, any subsequent appeals of the sale are mooted under § 363(m). 522
Here, waiver of the temporary stay would allow the sale of the campus to close immediately, and
if the court were to find in its order that the Purchaser was a good faith purchaser as Lambuth
requested, § 363(m) would be applicable causing any appeal of the sale to be rendered moot. 523
Debtors and purchasers regularly seek a finding, as Lambuth did here, that the purchaser is a
good faith purchaser because of the resulting appeal protection provided by § 363(m), 524 and
courts consistently waive the 14 day stay in their sale approval order. 525

f. Ensuring that the § 363 Sale was Free and Clear
As explained earlier, the overarching deal between Lambuth, the Purchaser, and the State
required that the State receive the campus from the Purchaser free and clear of all liens and
encumbrances. 526 Accordingly, Lambuth asked the court to allow it to utilize § 363(f) to sell its
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campus free and clear of all liens and encumbrances, with a lien in favor of BNY Mellon
attaching to the proceeds of the sale. 527 The State certainly realized that a § 363 sale in
bankruptcy provided the easiest and most efficient way for the State, through the intermediary
Purchaser, “to acquire [the] entire business[] unencumbered by unsecured debts, successor
liability, or property interests.” 528 In fact, a sale free and clear of liens under §363(f) does not
require a hearing if there is no objection and the pleadings offer evidence supporting the sale. 529
In relevant part, § 363(f)(1)-(5) provides that “the trustee may sell property under subsection (b)
or (c) of this section free and clear of any interest in such property of an entity other than the
estate,” if one of five conditions are met. 530 One such enumerated condition is if the owner of
the interest consents to the sale. 531 The reasoning behind this provision is that there is “no reason
to bar a consensual transaction that will benefit the estate.” 532
The only lien on the Lambuth campus that needed to be removed through the § 363 sale so
that the State could take the campus from the Purchaser free and clear was the lien on five
campus buildings securing Lambuth’s obligation to make payments on the Bonds. 533 As a result
of the powers given to it under the Bond Documents, Radian was the “holder” of the lien on the
five campus buildings securing the Bonds. After extensive negotiations, Radian and Lambuth
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were able to reach the Settlement Agreement in which Radian consented to the sale. As a result
of Lambuth’s securing Radian’s consent, the sale met the second condition of § 363(f) such that
Lambuth could sell its campus “free and clear” of Radian’s security interest. 534 Moreover,
because Radian held the only lien on the campus, Lambuth was in a position to sell its campus
free of all liens. The second condition of § 363(f) was the only basis Lambuth offered as to why
the sale should be free and clear of all liens and encumbrances; it is not clear if any of the other
conditions allowing the sale free and clear could have been met.

g. Compromise and Settlement with Radian
In its Motion to Sell, Lambuth also asked the court to approve its proposed Settlement
Agreement with Radian pursuant to Fed. R. Bankr. P. 9019. 535 The sale of Lambuth’s campus to
the Purchaser free and clear under § 363(f)(2) would have been impossible without the consent
and support of Radian, Lambuth’s largest creditor and its only secured creditor as a result of its
right to act on behalf of the Bond Estate. 536 Radian and Lambuth were locked in arms-length
negotiations for an “extended period” before the parties came to terms on the amount Lambuth
had to pay to satisfy its debt owed on the Bonds, $5,000,000, and the undisclosed minimum sale
price Lambuth could accept for the sale of substantially all of its assets. 537 Although Lambuth
owed approximately $5.4 million on the Bonds,538 Lambuth claimed that the Bond Estate had an
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equity cushion giving them adequate protection 539 due to the fact that Lambuth’s assets had
“sufficient value to satisfy the current outstanding balance owed on the Bonds, administrative
claims, [and] unsecured priority claims[] and [provide] a dividend to unsecured creditors.” 540
This assertion was accurate as the Agreement signed by Lambuth and the Purchaser provided for
a purchase price of $7,900,000—$7,400,000 million of which was for Lambuth’s real estate. 541
Although Radian would not receive any of the $5,000,000 to be paid by Lambuth in
satisfaction of its debt due on the Bonds under the terms of the Settlement Agreement because it
was merely the insurer for the bonds, the lien in favor of BNY Mellon securing the $5,000,000
was designed to give further assurance to Radian that Lambuth would pay the Bond debt. In the
Settlement Agreement, Radian agreed that it would refrain from asserting any other claims
against Lambuth on behalf of the Bond Estate, other than an unsecured claim of up to $300,000,
representing the “[i]nterest, attorneys’ fees, trustee’s fees, and other amounts” owed by Lambuth
under the Bond Documents.” 542 In addition, Radian agreed to cease all litigation related to the
bankruptcy proceeding and to not “assert the right of the Bond Trustee to credit bid pursuant to
its rights under 11 U.S.C. Section 363(k).” 543 The most important aspect of the Settlement
Agreement was that Radian agreed to give its consent to the proposed sale of Lambuth’s assets
539
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allowing a sale free and clear under § 363(f)(2). 544 However, Radian reserved the right under the
Settlement Agreement to declare the Settlement Agreement null and void if an order, effective
upon entry and neither stayed nor appealed, approving Lambuth’s proposed sale was not entered
by October 25, 2011 or if the $5,000,000 secured claim on the sale proceeds was not received by
December 28, 2011. 545

h. Radian Files Response in Support
On October 11, 2011, Radian filed a Response to Lambuth’s Motion to Sell in which it
asked the court to approve the Settlement Agreement and gave its consent to the proposed
sale. 546 Radian reiterated in its Response that its willingness to accept the Settlement Agreement
was conditioned on the order approving the proposed sale being entered (and not stayed or
appealed) and the payment being received by the specified dates. 547 Radian encouraged the court
to accept the parties’ Settlement Agreement and approve the proposed sale on the grounds that
by limiting its recovery to the $5,000,000 secured claim and capping its unsecured claims at
$300,000, Lambuth was preserving more of the estate’s assets for the unsecured creditors. 548
Because the terms of expedited pre-plan § 363 sales—like the one proposed by Lambuth—often
benefit secured creditors at the expense of smaller, unsecured creditors, 549 the court likely
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responded positively to this assertion because the proposed arrangement would make the secured
party more or less whole yet also serve to further two primary aims of the bankruptcy process in
that it would benefit the estate and protect unsecured creditors. 550
Although Radian, on behalf of the Bond Estate, was not going to receive all of the “$5.4
million in principal, interest, and other expenses” 551 that Lambuth owed on the Bonds by settling
for the $5,000,000 secured claim and the $300,000 unsecured claim, this settlement was still very
beneficial for Radian. Radian was receiving a little more ($40,000) than the unpaid principal on
the Bonds ($4,960,000) and was allowed to pursue an unsecured claim for 300,000, roughly
equal to the $400,000 in interest and other fees owed by Lambuth on the Bonds. 552 Even though
Radian knew that it would probably not recover the unsecured claim in full and that it would
never recover the remaining $100,000 it was owed in interest and other fees, Radian likely
determined that receiving $5,000,000 million by December 29, 2011, was an attractive offer in
light of the reality that the $5,000,000 would allow the Bonds to be retired and would end
Radian’s duty to cover Lambuth’s missed bond payments. Lambuth had not made payments on
the Bonds in over two years and the State-endorsed § 363 sale presented an opportunity for it to
“realiz[e] on [its] interest[] more quickly by avoiding a lengthy confirmation process and
controlling the process so as to avoid further risk.” 553 With each passing month that Lambuth
continued to miss bond payments, Radian was being forced to step into Lambuth’s shoes and
make the payments. Thus, the § 363 sale was attractive to it because the principal amount of the
bonds, including the missed payments it had previously made, would be paid off immediately
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with the $5,000,000 proceeds and Radian would be able to free itself of its insurance obligation
more quickly than if a bankruptcy plan of reorganization were submitted and confirmed. Radian
likely thought that its minimal loss under the Settlement Agreement was worth sustaining in
order to close the proposed sale and terminate its insurance responsibility to the bondholders.
Furthermore, if Radian had foreclosed on the five campus buildings, which served as its
collateral, the potential sale to the Purchaser and the State would have likely fallen apart, and the
foreclosure sale may not have yielded an amount equal to the $5,000,000 offered by Lambuth.
Finally, by agreeing to the Settlement Agreement and consenting to the pre-plan § 363 sale,
Radian and Lambuth were able to “avoid the lengthy process of negotiating, proposing,
confirming, and consummating a plan of reorganization” as well as “the potential for more
pervasive scrutiny of transactions at multiple junctures by the court, creditors, the United States
Trustee, and other parties in interest. 554

i. Unsecured Creditors Committee’s Objection to the Sale
On October 6, 2011 before Radian or BNY Mellon responded to the Motion to Sell, the
Committee objected to the proposed sale. 555 In its short, conclusory objection, the Committee
requested that the court deny Lambuth’s Motion to Sell on four grounds: (1.) the value of the
property exceeded the proposed sale price; (2.) the proposed sale price did not adequately protect
the interest that the unsecured creditors had in the property; (3.) the proposed sale did not satisfy
the requirements of § 363; and (4.) the proposed sale and settlement with Radian was not in the
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best interest of the estate or the unsecured creditors. 556 The Committee’s objection offered no
evidence to support these claims and curtly asked that the Court not authorize Lambuth’s
proposed sale or Settlement Agreement. The Committee may have had a valid argument that the
proposed sale price was too low because Lambuth’s campus had been valued at $38.3 million by
a certified real estate appraiser in December 2009, yet under the proposed sale, the Purchaser
would purchase the campus for $7.9 million, roughly 20% of its appraised value. 557

j. Bank of New York Mellon Response
As trustee for the Bonds, BNY Mellon was intimately involved in the negotiations and
Settlement Agreement between Lambuth and Radian. In fact, under the Settlement Agreement,
Lambuth would pay $5,000,000 of the sale proceeds to BNY Mellon, who would then be
responsible for distributing the funds to the bondholders. 558 BNY Mellon expressed approval of
the proposed Settlement Agreement and joined Radian in supporting the Motion to Sell by filing
a Joinder to Radian’s Response to Motion to Sell (“Joinder”). 559
In its Joinder, BNY Mellon asked the court to overrule the Committee’s objection and
approve both Lambuth’s proposed sale and the proposed Settlement Agreement. 560 Without
explaining its reasoning or offering any evidence to support its assertions, BNY Mellon praised
Lambuth’s plan to pay $5,000,000 of the sale proceeds to BNY Mellon upon the closing of the
556
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sale for the benefit of the bondholders as a “a sound exercise of the Debtor’s business judgment .
. . supported by the facts and legal authority set forth in the Motion . . . in best interest of the
Debtor, its bankruptcy estate, creditors and other parties in interest.” 561 BNY Mellon also
approved of the provision limiting the Bond Estate’s unsecured claim to $300,000. 562

k. Order Granting Motion to Sell
On November 8, 2011, a little over four months after Lambuth filed for Chapter 11
protection, the bankruptcy court entered its order granting Lambuth’s Motion to Sell (the “Sale
Order”). 563 Although the Sale Order was not issued until November 8, 2011, two weeks after the
deadline specified in the Settlement Agreement, Radian did not exercise its right to declare the
Settlement Agreement null and void. 564 The Sale Order authorized the sale of Lambuth’s assets
according to the terms of the Sale Agreement as requested in the Motion to Sell, 565 thereby
approving the assumption and assignment of executory contracts relating to the campus
provision. The court stated that the sale of the assets would be free and clear of all liens, claims,
rights, encumbrances, and interests other than existing utility easements, and the secured claim in
favor of BNY Mellon would attach to the proceeds of the sale as set forth in the Motion to Sell
and the Sale Agreement. 566 The court also found the Settlement Agreement between Lambuth
and Radian to be “in the manifest best interest of the estate” and approved it pursuant to Fed R.
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Bank. P. 9019. 567 However, the court made two changes to the Settlement Agreement in its Sale
Order. First, the court slightly lowered the amount BNY Mellon would be paid from the
proceeds of the sale of the assets from $5,000,000 to $4,900,000. 568 In addition, the court
prohibited Radian from pursuing an unsecured claim of up to $300,000 against the estate as
provided in the Settlement Agreement; the court stated that the $4.9 million would “full[y]
satisf[y] of all claims against the estate by Radian and the Bond Trustee and . . . and all claims
of the estate against Radian and/or the Bond Trustee.” 569 As a result of the Sale Order, Lambuth
achieved its goal of consummating a free and clear § 363 sale of substantially all of its assets:
“The sale shall result in the outstanding debt of [Lambuth] being paid through the sale proceeds
and the property thereafter being free and clear of all liens, claims and encumbrances.” 570
The Sale Order also contained many findings of fact requested by Lambuth to make the sale
more difficult to appeal and to reduce the risk of the Purchaser’s successor liability, 571 including
that “[a] sound business purpose exists for such sale, and good cause exists to approve the
settlement with Radian.” 572 Most importantly, the court found that “the Purchaser, the State, and
Debtor have engaged in good faith, arms-length negotiations, and there is no collusion among the
parties.” 573 Lambuth, the Purchaser, and Radian, were certainly satisfied with this finding
because it meant that any appeal of the validity of the sale would be rendered moot under §
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363(m) once the sale closed, assuming no stay of the order was granted prior to the closing.574 In
addition, the court found that Lambuth was attempting to maximize value for all interested
parties by quickly completing a sale of its assets in a way that was acceptable to both the court
and Radian.575 The court stressed that Lambuth “had no other means to satisfy” the secured debt
due on the Bonds other than by selling its assets.576 The court also noted that Lambuth’s sale
was motivated by its desire to “avoid deterioration in asset values, avoid continued, protracted
litigation, and retire secured debt due under the Bonds.”577 Under the Supremacy Clause of the
United States Constitution, these findings are entitled to full faith and credit in all other state and
federal courts and thus “provide a solid line of defense . . . from later assaults by [a plaintiff], no
matter how otherwise well-grounded in fact and law those attacks may be.”578
Despite the court’s waiver of the temporary stay of Fed. R. Bankr. P. 6004(h) causing the
Sale Order to become effective immediately as requested by Lambuth, the parties were not able
to close the sale of Lambuth’s assets immediately.579 As explained by the Tennessee Attorney
General (the “Attorney General”) in its Notice to the Court filed three weeks before the court
authorized the sale, the Tennessee Nonprofit Corporation Act580 gives the Attorney General
“broad authority to act in the public interest in Tennessee nonprofit corporation mergers, sales of
assets and dissolutions.” 581 As part of its statutory framework, Tenn. Code Ann. § 48-51574

See Aug et al., supra note 378; Cooley, Godward & Kronish, supra note 457, at 7.
Order Granting Motion to Sell, at 4, ¶ 9.
576 Order Granting Motion to Sell, at 4, ¶ 9.
577 Order Granting Motion to Sell, at 4, ¶ 9.
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579 Order Granting Motion to Sell, at 5, ¶ 15.
580 Tenn. Code Ann. § 48-51-101 et seq.
581 In re Lambuth University, case no. 11-11942, Bankr. W.D. Tenn., Notice to the Court of Status of Compliance
with the Tennessee Non Profit Corporation Act by the Public Interest Division of the Office of the Tennessee
Attorney General, (Dkt. 250), p. 1, ¶ 1 (Oct. 18, 2011) (hereinafter “Notice to the Court”).
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701(c)(1) and (2) require Lambuth, as a Tennessee non-profit corporation, to produce relevant
data, documents, detailed statements, and other information regarding the proposed transaction to
the Attorney General in a timely fashion so that the Attorney General can determine whether to
object to the sale of Lambuth. 582 The court noted that this requirement is bolstered by 11 U.S.C
1129(a)(16) 583 and 11 U.S.C. 541(f) 584 which require that any transfer of property by a non-profit
debtor comply with the normal rules that would apply to a non-bankruptcy transfer of property
by a non-profit debtor. 585 Because Lambuth would have to comply with the Tennessee
Nonprofit Corporation Act outside of bankruptcy, these statutes mandate that Lambuth comply
with the Act while in bankruptcy court. Because Lambuth had not filed the required
documentation and information with the Attorney General, the Attorney General informed the
court in its Notice to the Court that it was presently “unable to form an opinion as to whether the
transaction is in the public interest.” 586 Accordingly, the court stated in its Sale Order that notice
from the Attorney General that it has no objection to the sale of Lambuth’s assets was a
condition precedent to the sale closing. 587 On December 12, 2011, the Attorney General filed a
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one-page notice with the court stating it had no objection to the sale. 588 As a result of this notice,
Lambuth and the Purchaser were authorized to officially close the sale. 589

l. Foreclosing Appeal
Granting the request contained in Lambuth’s Motion to Sell, the court waived the temporary
stay of Fed. R. Bankr. P. 6004(h) making the sale order effective immediately and allowing
Lambuth and the Purchaser to close the sale as soon as they received the requisite notice from
the Attorney General. 590 As a result of the court’s finding that Lambuth, the Purchaser, and the
State had all acted in good faith and the court’s waiving of the temporary stay, if Lambuth and
the Purchaser had closed the sale immediately as they intended, 591 any appeal challenging the
validity of the sale would have been instantly moot under § 363(m). 592 Once Lambuth and the
Purchaser finally closed the sale on December 21, 2011, any subsequent appeal of the Sale Order
was rendered moot by §363(m), and the validity of the sale could not be challenged because the
court had made the requisite good faith findings and no stay of the Sale Order had been granted
prior to the closing. 593
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Where Lambuth is Now
a. Trustee’s Motion to Dismiss the Case
Even though Lambuth is in a great position with the approved Lease and Sale, it still must
abide by the bankruptcy court’s rules and statutes. Lambuth has failed to do this in three
instances. The three requirements Lambuth failed to meet were stated in the Case Management
Order 594 and could cost Lambuth its case. 595 Lambuth was required to:
1. timely file all monthly operating reports; 596
2. timely pay all United States trustee quarterly fees; 597 and
3. file a plan or summary of plan. 598

Subsequently, the U.S. Trustee filed a Motion to Dismiss the Case 599 pursuant to 11 U.S.C. §
1112(b) citing Lambuth’s failures as specific examples of “cause” for dismissal. 600
Lambuth moved quickly to cure the third failure by filing a Disclosure Statement and
Summary of Plan just six days after the Trustee’s Motion was filed. 601 It then filed an Objection
to the Trustee’s Motion to Dismiss stating that it had cured the defect of failing to file a plan 602
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and that it “will have filed the monthly operating reports as required.” 603 Within three weeks of the
Trustee’s Motion, Lambuth filed three missing Monthly Operating Reports 604 and paid the
Trustee the full balance due. 605 To date, the hearing on the Trustee’s Motion and Lambuth’s
Objection to the Motion is (re)scheduled for May 2, 2012. 606

b. Disclosure Statement and Summary of Plan
The Disclosure Statement and Summary of Plan (the “Plan”) filed on March 28, 2012, 607 is
also scheduled for a hearing on May 2, 2012. 608 It is a “pot plan,” meaning that the Lambuth
estate will draw funds out of a “pot” to pay unsecured creditors a pro-rata share of whatever is
left after administrative fees, secured creditors’ claims, and other priority creditors’ claims are
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paid. 609 There are no special concessions in the Plan, and it does not stray from the statutory
priority ladder 610 or statutorily allowed maximum-amount for each category of claim. 611
The Plan proposes that priority unsecured claims 612 receive 100% of their allowed priority
claims not to exceed $11,750.00, and any claim amount over this will be treated as a non-priority
unsecured claim. 613 Then, unsecured non-priority claims 614 will receive a pro rata share of all
funds remaining after payment of any unclassified claims and priority unsecured claims. 615
Allowed administrative expenses shall be paid in full with cash. 616 The Plan states that the
claims of Lions Club and BNY Mellon have been extinguished and Lambuth has approximately
$3,000,000 to distribute to the remaining claims. 617 The Plan also includes a “Liquidation
Analysis,” which estimates that it would have only $1,000,000 to distribute to the remaining
claims if the assets of the Debtor were sold pursuant to a Chapter 7 liquidation, as an alternative
to the payments as proposed under the Plan. 618 With only $3,000,000 to distribute, it appears
that Lambuth’s pre-petition unsecured non-priority creditors will receive no money towards their
claims.
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The Plan: Summary of Liabilities
Description
Claim
Administrative Expense Claims 619
$100,000.00 (estimated)
Pre-Petition Secured Claims 620
$5,096,247.00 (extinguished)
621
Pre-Petition Unsecured Priority Claims
$835,510.00 + 7.65%
Pre-Petition Unsecured Non-Priority Claims 622
$5,100,000.00
623
Executory Contracts and Unexpired Leases
Rejected
Total Claims Not Extinguished:
$6.1 mllion (approximately)

If the Plan is confirmed and Lambuth’s Chapter 11 case is completed, the reorganized debtor
will be a Tennessee single entity corporation that (1) will be dissolved, or (2) will have its assets
and operations managed by the United Methodist Foundation for the Memphis and Tennessee
Conferences. 624 The Court will determine what path the post-§363 sale Lambuth takes. 625

c. The University of Memphis: Lambuth Campus
Mayor Gist’s wish for an expeditious and beneficial process 626 seemed to have come true in
the months following Lambuth’s June 30, 2011 Chapter 11 filing. Although, the Tennessee
Higher Education Commission’s Lambuth Campus Feasibility Study praised the proposed
acquisition of Lambuth as a “unique opportunity to quickly ramp up a campus in an area of
Tennessee without a public university presence,”627 the Commission also recommended that the
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State address building maintenance needs and shortfalls relating to Americans with Disabilities
Act (“ADA”) compliance. 628 The study also warned about the potential for incongruence
between the projected increase in enrollment and the revenue needed to operate the campus. 629
The maintenance needs, ADA compliance issues, and uncertain economic future did not deter the
University of Memphis and the State from pushing forward and offering classes at the Lambuth
campus during the 2011-2012 academic year. In fact, more than 400 students enrolled in classes
at the University of Memphis—Lambuth Campus in the fall of 2011. 630 The lease and eventual
sale making it possible for the Lambuth campus to continue operations as part of the University
of Memphis also allowed the University of Memphis to offer new educational opportunities to
the Jackson area. 631 New degree programs included Bachelor of Arts degrees in English,
Communication and Psychology; a Bachelor of Business Administration in Accounting or
Management; a Bachelor of Professional Studies in Entertainment Music Industries; a Bachelor
of Science in Biology/Pre-Med; and a Bachelor of Science in Nursing for Transfer Students. 632
The campus also began offering six graduate degree programs. 633

Conclusion
In becoming a satellite campus of the University of Memphis, the Lambuth campus has
finally been able to achieve the status of a true university.634 This development is significant,
628
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because Lambuth failed to achieve university status during its previous 168 years as a private
entity, and the desire to become a true university was the driving factor behind many of the
decisions that led to the school’s financial struggles and eventual Chapter 11 bankruptcy. This
improvement in status, along with the stability of state-funding during the next five years, 635
bodes well for the future of the Lambuth campus. The school is already forging ahead in its new
role—on May 3, 2012, the Lambuth Campus will see its first-ever University of Memphis
baccalaureate graduating class.636 As its stand now, the University of Memphis—Lambuth
Campus will continue educating and otherwise benefitting the people of Tennessee—especially
the city of Jackson and Madison county—for years to come.
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